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Hubro. Eurasian eagle owl. Bubo bubo. Respectively the Norwegian, 

English, and Latin names for the owl that graces the University of 

Bergen’s logo. To read a short history of our logo, turn to the back pages 

of this magazine.

If you however choose to read Hubro magazine from the start, turn 

the page for a Q&A with our new rector, Dag Rune Olsen, who speaks 

passionately about the ever more international research and educational 

environment at UiB. During our interview with him, Olsen pointed 

to the importance of research environments that are at the forefront 

internationally. They inspire other researchers and students looking 

to a future career in academia.

Only logical, then, that we devote space to the Centre for Cancer 

Biomarkers, a Norwegian Centre of Excellence, as well as the algorithms 

group and Professor Fedor Fomin, who holds an advanced grant from 

the European Research Council (ERC). The work they do is not only 

important for people within the academic community, but also helps 

to solve issues that the wider public benefit from.

Olsen also points to UiB’s key focus areas: development-related 

research and marine research. We have chosen the latter for the focus 

section of this magazine, and do this by showing what goes on in marine 

microbiology and geobiology research at UiB, including a visit to our 

marine biological research station. We also showcase the maritime 

culture of the Bergen region and the proud Norwegian fish farmers, as 

historian Nils Kolle likes to call them. It had us travelling to the islands 

outside of Bergen where he introduced us to local maritime culture. 

Speaking of travel, we have also included a guide to medieval Bergen 

for those who prefer a more urban environment.

As for development-related research, we congratulate poverty pro-

gramme CROP on its twentieth anniversary. We also look at language 

and power relations in Latin America and how Africa’s women have 

embraced the right to vote. The latter is particularly relevant to us, as 

2013 marks the centennial anniversary of Norwegian women’s right to 

vote, and in our alumni interview, we present women’s history pioneer 

Ida Blom. But UiB offers a wide variety of subjects to study and do 

research on, so in our Research Plus section we present a wider pool 

of talent at UiB.

We hope you enjoy this magazine! 

A UNIVERSITY BY THE SEA

UiB GLOBAL

Fighting poverty
For 20 years, the people at CROP 
have been working to reduce poverty 
worldwide.

pAgE 40
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Making the computer think
The algorithms group at UiB is hard at work 
with paper, pencil and their brains to find 
solutions that the computer cannot reach.

pAgE 10

Hunting psychopath cells
A research group in Bergen is rethinking 
the way we think about cancer – and cancer 
research.

pAgE 14
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BUBo BUBo
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Power to  
Africa’s women
In 2008, Malawi became the first 
country in the world to have a 
majority of women in parliament.

pAgE 34

The EU lays 
down the law
With increased inter
national collaboration, 
the EU and other 
supranational bodies 
challenge national law.

pAgE 36

Victims of terror
By scanning the brains 
of terror survivors, 
researchers hope to find 
clues that can help trauma 
sufferers everywhere.

pAgE 38
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THE RECToR inTERViEW Dag Rune Olsen

An international mind
UiB’s new rector Dag Rune Olsen looks forward to building on the 
university’s successes in past years. But what are his own plans for 
taking UiB further?  TexT  KiM E. AndREASSEn  PHoTo  EiVind SEnnESET

Do you have a special memory from 

your travels as an academic that 

you would like to share with us?

“A couple of years ago, I did a series of 

lectures at Chengdu University in China, 

where I was touched by the students’ 

emotional engagement. To my surprise, 

the students embraced me when my tenure 

there was over.”

So how do you plan to take this emo-

tional impact you have to your work as 

rector of UiB?

“Being embraced isn’t exactly something 

that happens every day, (laughs), although 

I do consider myself a reasonably good 

lecturer. What I do find important is to 

engage with the students and to sit down 

and work together with them.

“This approach is also extremely impor-

tant when you are the rector. Being present 

and visible in the university is incredibly 

important. You have to care about the day-

to-day activity. At the same time you need 

to be visible outside the university, both 

locally and internationally.”

When you campaigned to become rec-

tor, you were talking about the Bergen 

region as an educational powerhouse 

– Kunnskapsregionen Bergen. Why is 

this local connection so important to you?

“For us to become a major global institu-

tion, we need the ability to cooperate with 

others local institutions here in Bergen. This 

way the whole Bergen area can become a 

key player in the creation of knowledge 

even outside the region.”

So the old adage of ‘thinking globally, 

acting locally’ still matters?

“Absolutely. In my four years as dean at 

the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural 

Sciences I oversaw a lot of international 

work. Not the least our participation in 

development-related research in Africa. 

Capacity-building is a key word for our 

work there, and this is something I want 

to build on as rector.

“I am also very pleased with UiB’s con-

tribution to theoretical particle physics 

research at CERN. And most definitely our 

international climate research environ-

ment, with members on the United Nations’ 

climate panel, who are regularly quoted in 

international media.”

So is there any particular research and 

education work that you will highlight in 

the years ahead?

“As rector I look forward to promoting all 

the international relations that have been 

built at our faculties and departments. But 

development-related research and marine 

research are the key focus areas of UiB. 

There is a lot of international activity in 

both and we must continue to develop this.”

Your rector team comprises several 

members with international experience, 

such as Vice-Rectors Anne Christine 

Johannessen and Oddrun Samdal. How 

important is this experience?

“If we are to further develop our inter-

national profile, it is essential that we as a 

team have worked internationally and know 

what this means. The ability to interact 

with politicians and diplomats to facilitate 

international cooperation is of the essence.”

You mentioned capacity-building as a 

key word. How can UiB contribute to this 

in developing countries?

“As in past years, we will set aside fund-

ing on the UiB budget for capacity-building 

in select African countries. But if we are to 

develop and strengthen this work, we need 

more external funding. In effect, Norway as 

a nation must decide that it is important to 

have a high profile in this area. We must 

also apply for international funding where 

possible.”

Six UiB researchers have been award-

ed advanced grants from the European 

Research Council, and there are four 

Norwegian Centres of Excellence. How 

important are these research environ-

ments for the university?

“First of all we need to ensure that re-

search environments that are at the fore-

front internationally have a framework that 

promotes growth, and also that they are an 

inspiration for others. For us as a university, 

it’s important to identify others who can get 

to a similar international level and make 

sure that they receive proper funding.”

So I guess you will encourage more 

people to apply for international grants 

and scholarships?

“Absolutely. International financial sup-

port is essential, not least to reach our sci-

entific and educational goals. But it is also 

crucial for us as an international university, 

because it is through some of these schemes 

that we build our international networks 

and can facilitate international cooperation.”

You mentioned educational goals. At 

UiB the connection between education 

and research is very pronounced. What 

plans do you have for UiB’s international 

education programmes?

“We already have a lot of students at 

the PhD level. This is excellent. But I want 

to see more international students already 

at the bachelor and master levels. This is 

necessary if we are to be a truly interna-

tional university.”

You have held a number of positions 

in international organisations. How will 

you use this experience to promote UiB 

outside of Norway?

“It’s really about talking to other re-

searchers and university leaders, but also 

international decision-makers in politics, 

business and diplomacy to show them 

how our activities can help their work. So 

basically it is about promoting UiB at every 

conceivable opportunity, for it to be more 

or less a reflex. I believe that will come 

naturally as I grow into the job.” 

Dag Rune Olsen, Rector of UiB since 1 August 2013

Born 1962 in røros, norway. 
PhD in medical physics from the 
University of oslo. 
Professor of medical Physics, 
University of oslo, 2000–2010.
head of institute of cancer research, 
oslo University hospital, 2004–2010.

Dean of UiB’s Faculty of mathematics 
and natural sciences, 2010–2013.

international recognition:
klaas Breur gold medal 2008.
elected member of Academia 
Europaea 2011.
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I JUST WANNA SING!
music therapy can boost women’s self-esteem, but 
music therapy itself needs to deal with some persistent 
gender stereotypes. associate professors randi 
rolvsjord and Jill halstead at UiB’s grieg academy 
have looked at this in a recently published paper 
on gender identity in music therapy and everyday 
life. “the music therapist must be aware of the 
relationship between gender stereotypes and 
music, and how these may restrain people 
from using music in many ways,” they 

write. “From a feminist point of view, this implies 
a concern for how gender is represented in music 
therapeutic practices, in music therapy literature, 
and, last but not least, in research.”

HELPING OUT IN DAKOTA
Finding oil in a sparsely populated place such as north 
Dakota can create social tension. now UiB students 
are participating in a project to work out how north 
Dakota’s oil discoveries can become a bonus rather 

than a problem. an exchange agreement 
between UiB and the University of 

north Dakota, signed in spring 2013, 
has opened the way for students 
from Bergen to visit north Dakota. 
“one of our tasks will be to uncover 
the challenges presented as a result 
of the vast oil discoveries. our con-
tribution is to shape a public policy 
aimed at creating a more sustain-

able development,” Professor Pål Davidsen from 
UiB’s Department of geography said after signing 
the agreement.

TOBACCO: A SAVIOUR? 
so far the tobacco plant has done more harm than 
good, but in the future it could become a life-saving 
vaccine. “By using the tobacco plant rather than 
egg-based vaccines, we will be able to produce far 
more vaccines in a shorter space of time,” says chief 
engineer Åsne Jul-larsen at UiB’s Department of clini-
cal science. she points out that today there is often 
a vaccine shortage when pandemics break out. the 

researchers aim to launch a tobacco-based vaccine 
commercially in ten years time. But Jul-larsen rules 
out that this may become a substitute for cigarettes 
or chewing-tobacco. “there will only be micro-
scopic amounts of tobacco protein in any vaccine.”
 

HEADLESS AND BRAINLESS
where does our head come from? this is the question 
a research group at the sars centre at Uni research, 
led by Fabian rentzsch, have tried to answer. the 

group’s work has shed new light on the evolution-
ary origin of the head. in a study published in the 
journal PLoS Biology they show that in a simple, 
brainless sea anemone, the same genes that control 
head development in higher animals regulate the 
development of the front end of the swimming 
larvae. “By revealing the function of ‘head genes’ in 
Nematostella vectensis, we now understand better 
how and from where the head and brain of higher 
animals evolved”, rentzsch explains.

NOT QUITE EQUAL
Political interference in family policies doesn’t always 
lead to increased gender equality in the workplace. 
PhD candidate Julian Vedeler Johnsen and associate 
Professor katrine løken at UiB’s Department of 
economics have assessed 51 norwegian studies on 
the effect of gender equality measures in norway. 
whereas kindergarten for all and maternity leave 

have had a neutral effect, cash allowances to stay-
at-home mums and transitional benefits have had 
an adverse effect on equality in employment. the 
only reform that has successfully promoted gender 
equality in the workforce is paternity leave, according 
to the researchers.

Creating a better 
world

A research school that focuses on 
global development challenges.

in June 2013, the sixth Bergen summer research 
school (Bsrs) took place. this annual event is 
a meeting ground for PhD students from all 

around the world. at Bsrs, the goal is to study 
and discuss development-related research and the 
effects of globalisation. the overarching theme in 
2013 was Food as a global development challenge. 
amongst the keynote speakers were the philosopher 
thomas Pogge (yale University), the economist 
David Blandford (Penn state University), and the 
linguist kjersti Fløttum (UiB), who is the founding 
mother of the Bsrs. the seventh Bsrs will be in 
June 2014. For more information or to apply for 
this event, keep an eye on the Bsrs home page: 
 y  uib.no/rs/bsrs

Manuscript fragments
scan this code to see a one-minute video in which 
researcher Åslaug ommundsen presents her project 

From manuscript fragments to 
book history. on page 51, she also 
sends Hubro magazine's readers a 
postcard from Bergen.
 y  bit.ly/10zxo4b

Gender bending  
archive

Welcoming a new archive that 
charts Norway's queer history.

a new archive that documents the history of 
 norwegian gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender 
people is to be established at the University of Bergen 

library. the goal is to build the ultimate collection 
to document an often-neglected part of recent nor-
wegian history and make it available to researchers, 
students, and the public. in June 2013, gay rights 
activist kim Friele donated her private archives to 
the collection. given her pivotal role in gay rights 
work in norway, ms Friele’s documents, which contain 
written material, photos and films, form an essential 
part of the new archive – which in norwegian goes 
by the name Skeivt arkiv, meaning queer archive.

uib nEWS
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Celebration time
UiB and Makerere University 
celebrate 25 years of 
collaboration.

in February 2013, a delegation from UiB headed by 
sigmund grønmo (UiB's rector 2005–2013) visited 
makerere University in Uganda’s capital kampala 
to celebrate 25 years of collaboration between the 

two universities. here grønmo and the rest of the 
delegation from Bergen met up with makerere’s Vice 
chancellor John Ddumba-ssentamu and more than a 
hundred alumni from the two universities.

“i am very proud that my own university has 
been involved in the far-reaching deep-going col-
laboration with makerere University for more than 
25 years. in fact, this collaboration represents the 
most committing international collaboration ever 
embarked upon by UiB. it is also based on a strong 
strategic commitment by both our universities,” 
sigmund grønmo said after being welcomed to the 
Ugandan capital.
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French Holberg 
Prize winner
In June, the sociologist and 
anthropologist Bruno Latour 
received the 2013 Holberg Prize 
at a ceremony in Bergen.

latour is professor at sciences Po in Paris, and in its 
notes on the recipient the prize committee described 
latour as a creative researcher, known for his wit, and 
someone who could also be unpredictable in his work.

the French academic was one of the first research-
ers to take an anthropological look at what goes on 
inside the laboratories of the ‘tribe’ of researchers. 
latour’s work has since laid the groundwork for 
thousands of similar studies.

he is one of the great pioneers in science and 
technology studies, which is a fast-growing field of 
research within social studies and the humanities.

latour has focused on what it means to be a 
modern european. his empirical studies show that 
we hold simplistic ideas about what this entails. we 
tend to think in simple concepts of polar opposites, 
such as nature-nurture, subject-object, etc. he is 
deeply critical of these simplistic notions.

the holberg Prize is awarded every year to a 
researcher who has made a special contribution to 
the humanities, social sciences, law, or  theology 
studies. the annual prize money is 4.5 million 
norwegian kroner.

STINGY CRUISE TOURISTS
ever more cruise ships visit the fjords of western 
norway. But cruise tourists only spend a fraction 
of what other tourists spend, and the cruise ship 
industry means little to the tourism industry onshore. 
“the average camping tourist leaves behind twice 
as much as the average cruise ship tourist. and this 

applies even when one excludes costs and taxes 
for camping,” says Professor svein larsen of UiB’s 
Department of Psychosocial science. larsen has 
conducted a comprehensive survey of tourism in 
western norway, and recently published his results 
in the article ‘Belly full, purse closed’ in the journal 
Tourism Management Perspectives.

DON’T BLAME THE RATS!
the rat is blamed for many of man’s diseases, but 
maybe more harm than deserved is attributed to 
the rodent. the theory is that the black rat and its 
bacteria-bearing flea spread the black plague around 
norway. But new research shows that humans can 
only blame ourselves and that our own lice and fleas 
contributed far more to the proliferation of the 
disease. “Black rats are not found outside of port 
cities in norway,” says associate Professor anne 
karin hufthammer at the University museum of 
Bergen. “which strongly suggests that the rats did 
not spread the black plague in norway.”

Associate Professor Ana Beatriz Chiquito 
is on a mission: a mission to deconstruct 
how the media uses language to influence 
our thinking on poverty. In particular she 
wants to challenge the notions created 
about poverty as something inescapable 
when the television images show the same 
pictures over and over again and use a 
language that reinforces existing power 
structures and impedes empowerment.

“I have directed a master studies pro
gramme in Bolivia, where the topic of 
scarcity was everywhere. It was found in 
student essays and in students’ perception 
of their own situation and their country. 
I wanted to look at this phenomenon,” 
says Chiquito.

How media shapes public opinion
Along with her research partners, she 
has recently received funding from the 
Research Council of Norway’s Latin America 
Programme for the project Poverty, Lan-
guage, and Media – the Cases of Argentina, 
Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico.

The project brings together an inter
national and multidisciplinary team to 

study the linguistic representations of 
poverty in media in the four countries, 
where poverty is widespread.

“The four countries have been carefully 
selected,” Chiquito says. “They have large 
populations and have a prominent place in 
the politics and economy of Latin America, 
which is the most unequal continent in the 
world. In addition, the four countries all 
have strong media which contribute to 
shaping public opinion.”

In the new project, Chiquito will draw 
on research from her previous project, Lin-
guistic Identity and Attitudes in Spanish-
speaking Latin America (LIAS), which 
found that attitudes to Latin American 
Spanish are closely interwoven with notions 
of poverty, compared to European Spanish.

A hands-on approach
The project proposal looks at how media 
represent and reproduce existing power 
structures, and how mainstream media 
tend to naturalise poverty. The  researchers 
wish to look at established theories of 
poverty and view how language works to 
confirm these stereotypes.

The project aims to compile texts from 
the four countries and to analyse their 
meaning in different contexts. This analy
sis will be viewed in light of historical, 
cultural, and institutional factors in the 
four countries.

“The analyses we plan to do would 
not be possible without the network we 
have built over the years,” says Chiquito 
referring to prominent researchers from 
the fields of linguistics, media studies, 
sociology, economics, and social science 
that will participate in the project.

At a later stage, the researchers hope 
to add other regions, such as Africa, to 
the project. The idea is to build it block by 
block so as to test their theories for each 
new case study.

The project is a collaboration between 
UiB’s Department of Foreign Languages, 
the Comparative Research Programme on 
Poverty (CROP), and five universities in 
Latin America, as well as national part
ners, including the Norwegian School of 
Economics (NHH) and the University of 
Nordland. 

The power 
of language
The language of the media separates poverty 
from its true causes. This is the basis of a new 
research project at UiB. 

ana Beatriz chiquito, 
associate professor, 
Department of Foreign 
languages, UiB.  
PHoto: EliN StENSvAND
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> For more 
development-related 
research, read an 
interview with croP 
director alberto 
cimadamore on 
pages 40–41
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algorithms  | OK ComputerRESEARCH in FRonT

OK Computer
The world is full of problems, but not every problem has a good algorithm that 
can solve it. Meet the researchers who make the computer think.

Using an Internet search engine 

to find the hottest restaurant 

in town? Letting your car’s GPS 

tell you where to turn left to reach 

the parking garage? Worrying if your 

money is safe when you use online 

banking? Looking for the love of your 

life on an Internet dating site? You 

can be sure that an algorithm has 

helped you on your way.

No easy answers
Not that such mundane questions 

as restaurant choice or people’s love 

lives are part of the day-to-day work 

of the Algorithms Research Group at 

the University of Bergen (UiB). Yet 

their work to develop new math-

ematical theories to find and provide 

better algorithms will most certainly 

be of help to each and every one of 

us in our daily lives.

“In the algorithms group we work 

on problems deemed ‘difficult’, ” says 

Professor Pinar Heggernes. “There 

are problems for which there are 

still no good algorithms. Problems it 

would take a computer thousands of 

years to solve.”

However, the group does not pri-

marily deal with practical issues. 

They are mainly focusing on the 

mathematical representation of a 

problem.

“Everyone in our field of research 

dreams of solving complex problems, 

because there are huge practical 

consequences if you do. For instance, 

the security systems used in Internet 

banking are based on problems of 

this kind, whose difficulty level is 

unresolved. If someone comes up 

  TexT  KJERSTin gJEngEdAl  PHoTo  EiVind SEnnESET

Fedor Fomin, professor, Department of informatics, UiB. DealinG WiTH aDVanCeD alGoriTHMs: Paper, pencil, and the human brain are the main ingredients in the 
average workday for the algorithms research group at UiB.

with a simple and efficient algorithm 

for one of these problems, then all 

online banking security evaporates,” 

Heggernes explains. “On the other 

hand, however, a range of complex 

tasks will suddenly become possible 

to solve fast and efficiently.”

Searching for ‘good’ algorithms
Professor Fedor Fomin of the same 

group is the recipient of an advanced 

grant from the European Research 

Council (ERC), one of six such grant 

recipients at UiB. (see page 13 for 

more information on the other 

grant holders.) So what does it take 

to be awarded an ERC grant?

“A lot of work and a bit of luck,” 

Fomin says and smiles.

The ERC grant awarded to Profes-

sor Fomin focuses on special types 

of algorithms called pre-processing 

algorithms. While usually algorithms 

try to solve the problem, the goal of 

pre-processing algorithms is more 

humble; they just try to simplify the 

problem. Combined with other algo-

rithms, pre-processing can be very 

powerful.

He uses Sudoku puzzles as an 

example.

“A naïve strategy to solve the puz-

zle would be to use ‘brute force’ by 

trying all possibilities of filling the 

empty cells. But there are so many 

variants that this approach can take 

months if not ages! Instead of trying 

brute force immediately, an experi-

enced Sudoku-solver tries to simplify 

the puzzle by eliminating the impos-

sible cases. In other words, doing pre-

processing,” Fomin explains. “There 

are many rules in Sudoku allowing 

the solution of most easy puzzles. 

For more difficult puzzles such pre-

processing is used to reduce possible 

cases, and with a combination of 

other techniques, to solve the puzzle.”

“The goal of the project is to un-

derstand pre-processing algorithms 

theoretically,” he continues. “We want 

to know why and when such algo-

rithms behave well and why and 

when they fail. Pre-processing algo-

rithms are ubiquitous and we need 

this theory to find out how they can 

be improved.”

So why do algorithms matter?

“Algorithms are high-level de-

scriptions of instructions to perform 

computational tasks. They form the 

basis of the computer and compu-

tational science. For engineers and 

experimentalists, an algorithm is a 

success if it works well in practice,” 

Fomin says. “Design and analysis of 

algorithms is also one of the most 

important areas in theory of com-

puting, and the goal here is to pro-

vide provable guarantees about the 

performance of algorithms under 

all conditions. Developing rigorous 

mathematical theories that explain 

the behaviour of practical algorithms 

has become an increasingly impor-

tant challenge, and this is the topic 

of my project.”

 “ 
 Our goal is to understand algorithms  

 theoretically. We want to know why and  
 when such algorithms behave well. 

 ”  

 
Fedor Fomin, professor, UiBl
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ERC grants at UiB
Advanced grants from the European Research Council (ERC) 
are awarded to researchers working on projects that are highly 
ambitious, pioneering, and unconventional. In addition to 
Professor Fedor Fomin, five other UiB researchers are recipients 
of ERC advanced grants.

Organisms in the ocean
there are millions of viruses and other organisms in a litre of water, and the 
interaction between them is complex. the research group marine microbiology, 
headed by Professor Frede thingstad, wants to get a better understanding of the 
complexity of how organisms in the ocean interact. (rEAD MorE About tHiNGStAD 
AND tHE GrouP’S work oN PAGES 28-31 of tHiS MAGAZiNE.)

Hearing voices
schizophrenia can make you hear voices in your head, but where do these voices 
come from? that is one of the questions Professor kenneth hugdahl and the 
Bergen fmri group are trying to answer. fmri is short for functional magnetic 
resonance imaging, and a particular focus for the group is the study of auditory 
hallucinations in schizophrenia, and so-called dichotic listening studies of 
cognitive control.

Early man's symbols
the tracsymBols project, headed by Professor christopher henshilwood, 
looks at how environmental changes influenced key behavioural features of 
neanderthals and early homo sapiens in europe and southern parts of africa. 
henshilwood’s archaeological finds in south africa have shed new light on early 
humans’ abilities to adapt to climate change: research that may hold value as 
modern man faces climate change challenges of his own.

Solving obesity
what roles do diet and genetics play in the development of obesity and diabetes? 
this is one of the questions on which Professor Pål rasmus njølstad and his 
colleagues at the Department of Paediatrics at haukeland University hospital 
are working. it is for njølstad’s and his team’s studies of mothers and children in 
norway relating to diet and genetics that he has been awarded with an erc grant. 

Space is the place
Professor nikolai Østgaard is the most recent addition to UiB’s erc stable. 
his erc project is to study the so-called terrestrial gamma ray flashes (tgFs), 
a recently discovered exotic phenomenon with unknown effects on the 
atmosphere. the erc project constitutes one of four main topics that the 
Birkeland centre for space centre will focus on. the centre is also one of UiB’s 
centres of excellence (sFF).

algorithms  | OK ComputerRESEARCH in FRonT

Speed is essential
Algorithms are put together in dif-

ferent ways and speed is of the es-

sence. But speed or no speed, there 

are a number of issues that look 

surmountable at the outset, but that 

may turn out to be impossible to solve 

in real life.

“Say there is a gathering of 1,000 

people and amongst them you want 

to select the largest possible group 

of people who all know one another. 

That is an example of one such dif-

ficult question,” Heggernes points out. 

“It is easy to ask all of them who they 

know. And it is easy to pick a group 

at random to and check if they know 

each other. But to pick the largest 

group who all know one another, the 

only algorithm we have is basically to 

run through all possible selections of 

groups of people from the gathering. 

That, however, takes an unbelievably 

huge amount of time.”

Another example would be the 

destination map of an airline. Sched-

uling aircraft and crew is a classic 

problem for which good algorithms 

come in handy. On the one hand an 

airline may want to maximise its 

profit by purchasing as few planes 

as necessary and thus employ as few 

pilots as possible. They may also wish 

to plan flights so that planes always 

have a high seat load. It doesn’t take 

many destinations before such a 

problem becomes extremely time-

consuming to solve.

Brains over computers
It may sound rather ironic that com-

puters do not play a major part in 

algorithms research. Fomin, Heg-

gernes and the other algorithms re-

searchers at UiB spend most of their 

time thinking, writing, and reading 

articles about other people’s results. 

Nothing works better than thinking 

alongside others.

“Guests visit us frequently. Tal-

ented people arrive here to work with 

us for a week or two. Discussions are 

an integral part of what we do, and it 

is way easier to do this face-to-face 

than via e-mail,” says Heggernes.

Yet in a time where the amount of 

data is exploding beyond calculating 

power and all information is stored 

and registered, there is ever greater 

need for good algorithms: not only to 

retrieve information from the data, 

but also to store the material in a 

way that makes it more accessible.

Even though the algorithm re-

searchers work on mathematical 

models, they always keep in mind 

that their work needs a practical 

outlet. Getting excited about a nice 

mathematical result is easy, but if it 

has no use beyond itself, this result 

will soon gather dust in a drawer and 

be forgotten.

“At the end of the day the implica-

tions of our results should be usable 

in a computer programme. We may 

define problems that give difficult 

theoretical results and better math-

ematical understanding, but this is 

only of use if the theory helps us 

understand some practical behaviour 

as well,” says Heggernes. 

FAC T S
 

Algorithms Research Group
• an algorithm is a list of instructions leading 

from one set of data (input) to an end result 
(output).

• a good algorithm performs a finite number 
of steps, never gives the wrong answer, and 
works for all problems of the same type, 
regardless of input.

• the running time of the algorithm, i.e. the 
number of steps it performs, is very important.

• the word algorithm is derived from the latin 
form of the name of the Persian mathematician 
al-khwarizmi, who lived in the ninth century.

• the algorithms research group at UiB’s 
Department of informatics works on the 
development of algorithms that can solve 
problems more quickly on a computer.

• on top of the erc advanced grant awarded to 
Professor Fedor Fomin, the group has received 
an erc starting grant to Professor saket 
saurabh and research grants from a number 
of donors – including the Bergen research 
Foundation.

• the group received a top rating when the rese-
arch council of norway evaluated the standard 
of norwegian ict research in 2012.

 

Pinar heggernes, professor, Department of 
informatics, UiB. 

 “ 
 There are problems for which there are  

 still no good algorithms. 
 ” 

Pinar Heggernes,  

 professor, UiBl
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CanCer researCh | Hunting psychopath cellsRESEARCH in FRonT

Hunting psychopath cells
By studying the environment where cancer cells develop, UiB researchers hope 
to identify and stop the danger cells that cause the disease.  TexT  KiM E. AndREASSEn

Cancer has been increasing for 

a long time. Not least in the 

world’s industrialised coun-

tries, more and more people are 

diagnosed with different types of 

dangerous malignancy.

Norway is no different. One in 

three Norwegians is diagnosed with 

cancer in their lifetimes. In addi-

tion, most of us carry around mi-

croscopic tumours that neither grow 

nor spread.

That is, until the tumours turn 

against their host and become ag-

gressive.

“Cancer is like a psychopath. Just 

like a psychopath, a tumour doesn’t 

care much about its surrounding 

environment,” says Professor Lars 

A. Akslen at UiB’s Department of 

Clinical Medicine. “They grow out 

of control and spread to damage 

their surroundings and the ‘society’ 

of the host.”

Professor Akslen heads the Centre 

for Cancer Biomarkers, one of three 

new additions to the Centres of Excel-

lence (SFF) scheme at UiB.

Micro-sociology
By studying how cancer cells develop 

and how they behave, Akslen and his 

research team hope to determine the 

causes for why some tumours become 

psychopaths whereas others don’t. 

The goal is to develop better diag-

nostics and more accurate treatment.

“Today, there is an intense focus 

amongst researchers on the genetic 

material found in the cancer cell 

itself. We believe a lot can be gained 

from studying how the microenviron-

ment around the cancer cells, such 

as blood vessels and the supporting 

matrix, affect the tumour and vice 

versa,” says Akslen. “You could call 

what we’re doing sociology on a bio-

logical microlevel.”

Previous research has shown that 

there are certain mechanisms in the 

cancer cells’ environment that try to 

limit the spread of tumour cells. In 

other tumours, this protection is lost, 

and the microenvironment has been 

‘convinced’ to support the tumour 

cells and their spread, against the 

interests of the host.

Blocking the blood vessels
One of the cancer types that Akslen’s 

SFF group is paying special attention 

to is breast cancer, the most com-

mon cancer amongst women. The 

researchers have found that the most 

aggressive tumours are surrounded 

by a large number of blood vessels. 

In fact, the tumour makes existing 

vasculature do the tumour's work, so 

that the tumour can grow and spread.

In order to find the biological 

mechanisms that support this dy-

namic between tumour and blood 

vessels, the researchers are using 

cancer cells and vascular cells from 

both animals and humans. Cells are 

grown in laboratory and used for 

different models.

“The overall objective is to find 

ways to block access between the 

blood vessels and the tumour, in 

order to stop the tumour from being 

aggressive,” says Postdoctoral Fellow 

Monica Mannelqvist at UiB’s Depart-

ment of Clinical Medicine, a member 

of Akslen’s team.

Whereas there is medication 

available today that blocks blood 

vessels, this medication only works 

in some patients. One of the problems 

when cancer develops is that there 

are many different types of cells pre-

sent in a tumour, which means that 

even the same type of cancer behaves 

differently from patient to patient.

“We are trying to discover more 

about the complex biological mecha-

nisms that underlie the behaviour of 

malignant tumours, and why some 

of them respond to treatment, and 

others don’t,” says Mannelqvist, “the 

goal being to create a tailored and 

personalised medicine that suits 

both different types of cancer and 

individual patients.”

Biological beacons
In order to provide better diagno-

ses the researchers also hunt for 

so-called biomarkers in a cell’s en-

vironment. A marker is a character-

istic that distinguishes the different 

tumours from one another. Such 

markers are usually proteins, which 

a certain type of cancer cell has in 

abundance.

Protein markers are examined 

under the microscope using colour 

reactions, which help researchers to 

lars a. akslen, professor, Department of clinical medicine, UiB. 
PHoto: kiM E. ANDrEASSEN

FiGHTinG CanCer: the recently established centre for cancer Biomarkers is fighting back against what 
they like to describe as psychopathic cancer cells. PHotoS: CENtrE for CANCEr bioMArkErS

 “ 
 The way medication for cancer works  

 today can be compared to a shotgun blast. 
 ”  

 
Lars A. Akslen, professor, UiBl
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SFF at UiB
Every five years the Research Council of Norway designates new 
Norwegian Centres of Excellence (SFF). The first time this happened 
was in 2002 and this is when UiB got its three first SFFs: Bjerknes 
Centre for Climate Research, Centre for Medieval Studies, and 
Centre for Integrated Petroleum Research (CIPR). In 2012, their SFF 
status expired.

the goal of the sFF scheme is to establish time-limited research centres characterised by 
focused, long-term research efforts of a high international calibre. researcher training is 
an important aspect of the centres’ work. high scientific quality is the main criterion for 
the selection of the centres. the research council of norway provides the basic source of 
funding for the scheme.

currently there are four research environments with sFF status at UiB, one of which is 
the Centre for Cancer Biomarkers. the other three are:

Centre for Geobiology
the centre opened in 2007, upon being awarded the sFF status. the centre’s research 
focuses on extreme environments of the deep seafloor, the deep biosphere, and remnants 
of ancient crust. the centre brings together geologists, geochemists, microbiologists, and 
molecular biologists to study life in extreme environments, early earth, and the roots of 
life. the centre for geobiology is a hub for international research and researcher training, 
and performs interdisciplinary studies to generate new, fundamental knowledge about the 
interactions between the geospheres and biospheres. Professor rolf Birger Pedersen is the 
director of the centre. (rEAD About GEobio rESEArCHEr, ProfESSor iNGuNN tHorSEtH,  
oN PAGES 32–33 of tHiS MAGAZiNE.)

Birkeland Centre for Space Science
Professor nikolai Østgaard must be feeling lucky indeed. Because in the past twelve 
months his work has paid off with a double whammy. First there was the declaration that 
he was awarded an advanced grant from the european research council (erc). (rEAD 
About uib’S ErCS oN PAGE 13.) then he was also awarded the centre of excellence (sFF) 
status nationally. which just goes to show that the work Østgaard and his colleagues 
are doing is being viewed with interest in a number of research environments – both 
nationally and internationally. the centre opened in march 2013.

Centre for Intervention Science in Maternal and Child Health
Professor halvor sommerfelt at UiB’s centre for international health leads this new centre, 
which will conduct so-called intervention studies to estimate the impact of preventive 
and treatment strategies to promote maternal and child health. the centre has several 
specific projects on its agenda during its sFF period, ranging from trials of nutritional 
supplementation and vaccines, to strategies to increase health systems contact during 
the most critical day of women’s and babies’ lives, the day when she or he is born. the 
centre collaborates with the world health organization and seven partners in india, 
nepal, Uganda, ethiopia, Zambia, and south africa. they also work with the norwegian 
institute of Public health and chr. michelsen institute (cmi). the centre, which is planned 
to be launched in the autumn of 2013, will consist of several faculty members, senior 
researchers, postdoctoral and PhD fellows as well as administrative and field staff.

CanCer researCh | Hunting psychopath cellsRESEARCH in FRonT

distinguish between different types of 

cancer and how aggressive they are.

“Biomarkers are the beacons that 

help the physician to navigate and 

improve the chances of a precise 

diagnosis or direction, thus allowing 

for better treatment,” Akslen explains.

Targeted medication
Even with a decent prognosis, for 

instance in breast cancer, there is 

always a danger that some cancerous 

cells will spread. As a result, and to 

be on the safe side, health care pro-

fessionals are inclined to overtreat 

some patients.

“If we can develop targeted ther-

apy that is directed squarely at the 

tumour mechanism, there is every 

reason to hope that we can avoid the 

overtreatment of patients that we see 

today and the subsequent side effects 

of this,” Mannelqvist believes.

Akslen adds that there is an abun-

dance of new, smart drugs aimed at 

different types of cancer entering the 

market. However, there is a striking 

lack of accompanying biomarkers 

that can guide the use of these drugs.

Mapping the cells
Using markers for different can-

cers, the physicians can better see 

in advance which patients will ben-

efit from a certain drug. This is why 

Akslen and his team want to identify 

both new markers and conduct clini-

cal trials to develop tailored drugs, 

medication that very precisely attacks 

the troublesome proteins and signals 

in the cancer cell.

Akslen believes that a more de-

tailed assessment of the cancer cells 

will save the healthcare system large 

amounts of money and prevent the 

patient from experiencing side effects 

from the medication.

“The way medication for cancer 

works today can be compared to a 

shotgun blast. You shoot away, the 

bullets spread, and you hope that 

some of them actually hit the target,” 

says Akslen. “The problem is that the 

bullets that miss may do damage 

elsewhere, i.e. create side effects. 

Our goal is to replace the shotgun 

approach with precision-shooting, by 

using biomarkers to hit the target.” 

FAC T S
 

Centre for Cancer Biomarkers
• research centre that opened in may 2013.

• headed by Professor lars a. akslen.

• this is one of four norwegian centres of 
excellence (sFF) at UiB.

• this is the second national cancer rese-
arch sFF, along with the centre for cancer 
Biomedicine at the University of oslo.

• the centre is working to identify mecha-
nisms that control the interaction bet-
ween cancer cells and their micro-environ-
ment, identify diagnostic characteristics 
of this interaction, and conduct clinical 
trials with tailor-made treatment.

• the centre consists of researchers from 
a number of cancer research groups at 
UiB: Department of clinical medicine 
(previously at the gade institute), Depart-
ment of Biomedicine, and Department of 
clinical science.

• the centre collaborates closely with 
colleagues at, amongst others, harvard 
University in Boston, karolinska institutet 
in stockholm.

• the centre’s work will range from basic 
biological research to developing diagnos-
tic tests and targeted treatments.

 

monica mannelqvist, postdoctoral fellow, Department 
of clinical medicine, UiB. PHoto: kiM E. ANDrEASSEN

PHoto: CENtrE for CANCEr bioMArkErS
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 “ 
 Our goal is to create a tailored and 

personalised cancer medicine. 
 ”  

 
Monica Mannelqvist, postdoctoral fellow, UiBl
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World Wide UiB 
UiB staff and students travel to engage with people from all over 
the world. Here we present ten select international UiB projects 
from the past year.

 TexT  SVERRE olE dRØnEn

United States 

On the trail of Obama
In 2012, Professor of Rheto
ric, Jens E. Kjeldsen, visited 
Northwestern University in 
Illinois to follow the Obama 
reelection campaign up 
close. Kjeldsen focused on 
the swing states Wisconsin 
and Ohio, where he partici
pated in socalled canvass
ing: volunteer staff who visit 
undecided voters at home. 
According to Kjeldsen, this 
type of grassroots activity 
is an essential part of the 
American presidential cam
paign, which is about much 
more than the negative ad
vertising which receives a lot 
of media coverage in the rest 
of the world.

Uruguay 

Bullying in Montevideo
In early autumn 2012, Pro
fessor Ståle Einarsen from 
the Department of Psycho
social Science was at the 
Universidad de la República 
(UDELAR) in Uruguay. He 
was a guest researcher on 
work and organisational psy
chology at UDELAR’s Fac
ulty of Psychology. During 
his stay, Einarsen, amongst 
other things, lectured on bul
lying in the workplace, de
structive leadership, and how 
to better organise research 
groups. The UiB professor 
was also keynote speaker at 
a South American conference 
on work and employment, 
where he gave examples of 
destructive leadership.

Germany

Law students in Berlin 
The Faculty of Law entered 
into an agreement with the 
Freie Universität Berlin in 
February 2013, whereupon 
UiB students may complete 
an LLM degree, a oneyear 
master’s of law degree, at 
the German university. This 
way the students can get 
two degrees in the time it 
usually takes to get one, and 
all within the framework of 
the fiveyear Norwegian law 
degree. During their study 
abroad period in Berlin, the 
students get an introduction 
to the German legal system 
and legal culture, and learn 
to view this in the context of 
the ongoing globalisation of 
the national legal systems.

South Sudan and Uganda

A library for Juba
In February 2013, Ole Gun
nar Evensen, director of the 
University of Bergen Library, 
went to Juba and Kampala to 
visit longstanding partners 
of UiB to followup on his 
work to create a working 
library at the University of 
Juba; a joint effort between 
UiB and Makerere University 
in Kampala. On Evensen's 
first visit to Juba, he found a 
library where the most recent 
magazines were from 1987 
and most available litera
ture was past its sellby date. 
Now Juba University Library 
boasts of a new library sys
tem, new books and most 
importantly: three new libra
rians, educated at Makerere.

Tanzania

Capacity-building effort
UiB’s Centre for International 
Health has been involved in 
several NOMA projects in Af
rica, Asia and Latin America. 
The goal for all these projects 
has been to improve higher 
education and enhance ex
pertise at institutions in the 
south. Approaching the end 
of one such project, a del
egation from the centre vis
ited Tanzania in September 
2012 to finalise cooperation 
on a master’s programme 
in health policy and man
agement at Muhimbili Uni
versity of Health and Allied 
Sciences. Professor Bjarne 
Robberstad had a key role 
in the project and used the 
trip to evaluate the project.

Afghanistan

The theatre of war
Professor Tor Trolie from 
UiB’s Department of Lin
guistic, Literary and Aes
thetic Studies finalised a 
threeyear collaboration 
with Kabul University in the 
spring of 2013. This inclu
ded guest lectures aimed at 
teachers at the university. 
This is a side project of a 
similar collaboration the 
National Stage in Bergen 
(DNS) has had going in Ka
bul for several years. Trolie 
is the academic leader of 
the side project. UiB and 
DNS hope to prolong the 
project for a twoyear pe
riod due to its great success 
and popularity.

Nepal 

Biodiversity in the 
Himalayas
HimaLines is an interdiscipli
nary project, with research
ers from law studies, biology, 
and anthropology involved. 
In October 2012, PhD candi
date Nikoletta Kanellopoulou, 
from the Faculty of Law, and 
other UiB researchers flew to 
Nepal to do research. Here 
they met up with local re
searchers from the University 
of Kathmandu and visited ru
ral communities to view how 
they utilise forest resources. 
The goal is to look at how to 
use legislation to protect the 
biodiversity in the Himalayas. 
The project started in 2009 
and is ongoing.

China 

Successful collaboration
The Department of Compara
tive Politics first collaborated 
on a course with Fudan Uni
versity, Shanghai in 2012. 
This was so successful that 
the course was repeated in 
spring 2013. Called Chinese 
Politics in a Globalized World, 
the course puts Norwegian 
and Chinese students and 
researchers together to look 
at Chinese and global devel
opment trends. The course 
consists of three modules: 
global development, Chinese 
politics, and language and 
culture. The course is the 
result of close collaboration 
between UiB and partner uni
versities in China and the 
Nordic countries.

The Philippines

Philosophy by the Pacific
In autumn 2012, the De
partment of Philosophy 
entered into a partnership 
with the University of the 
Philippines. metro Manila. 
According to Head of De
partment, Reidar K. Lie, 
the cooperation stretches 
back to a late 1990s EU 
project on ethical and cli
nical research in developing 
countries, coordinated by 
UiB. Since then researchers 
from Bergen have organised 
several workshops in the 
Philippines to build local 
expertise in research et
hics. The partnership also 
includes a PhD exchange 
programme.

Australia 

Climate change summit
Head  o f  the  B je rknes 
Centre for Climate Research 
and member of the UN’s 
Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC), 
Eystein Jansen, headed to 
Hobart in January 2013 to 
discuss the main report 
from the panel,  which 
looks at the physical basis 
for climate change. He 
was one of more than 200 
participants. According 
to Jansen, meetings were 
intense as there are many 
comments to consider and 
the need to ensure that the 
final report is consistent. 
There is also the challenge 
of making the report shorter 
and more precise.
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a liFe oF WoMen’s HisTorY researCH: Professor emerita ida Blom has had major influence on the rise of women’s history research in norway, 
scandinavia and internationally. in 2008, one of the buildings at the University of Bergen was named after her – ida Blom’s Building.

 Q: Do you think it is any easier to be a woman  

 today than when you were young? 

 A: “All in all believe it is great to be a woman today, 

 with more room for action than before.” 

A pioneer of women’s  
history studies
the alumni interview: ida Blom 

As a historian, she studied women’s liberation. As a woman, she experienced 
this liberation. For Professor Ida Blom, history and life are two sides of the 
same coin.  TexT  CHARloTTE MYRbRÅTEn  PHoTo  EiVind SEnnESET

1952.When Ida Blom 

moved to Paris, she was unaware 

that French women didn’t have the 

right to vote until 1944. Or that Belgian 

women needed written permission 

from their husbands to work outside 

the home. It took Blom another 20 

years to make these discoveries.

“I was utterly astonished. Prior 

to this, I hadn’t even considered that 

women’s suffrage was something new. 

It was a true shock,” says Ida Blom 

when we meet her at home in Bergen.

But it was coincidence that made 

Ida Blom engage in women’s history 

studies.

“As a young woman, when I was 

making up my mind as to what to 

study, I first considered medicine. 

direction of Blom’s research.

“It had never occurred to me that 

women before me hadn’t had the 

right to vote! As a historian this was 

quite surprising. This made me ask 

questions. What issues have been 

important to women? So I started 

researching women’s history.”

Blom threw herself head over 

heels into women’s history studies. 

 The study of history thus far had 

been dominated by political history. 

That meant men and power. Women 

were almost invisible. Blom wanted  

to change that.  She wanted women 

to become a visible part of the study 

of history.

“Opening my eyes to women’s his-

tory, about which we knew little back 

then, the first thing that grabbed my 

attention was the history of everyday 

struggle. I was clearly inspired by the 

changes in historical research, with 

less emphasis on the political parties, 

governments, and international rela-

tions. Concepts such as everyday life 

history made their way into academia 

and historical demography became 

more important.”

A key element was the right for 

women to control their own bodies. 

This work took up a lot of Blom’s time 

as a researcher in the 1970s.

“I decided to investigate what I 

thought of as a crucial element in 

women’s history, namely for women 

to control their own bodies and to de-

cide how many children they wanted 

to bear,” Blom says. “This led to my 

first book in this field, on birth control, 

where contraception and abortion 

were essential. In another book, I 

discussed what help women would 

get when giving birth.”

These issues led to a general inter-

est in the subject of health history, 

and Blom also went on to write about 

both tuberculosis and legislation on 

venereal disease.

As Blom’s work progressed, issues 

such as the definition of labour and 

women’s participation in the work-

place also became natural areas of 

research for her. She noticed that 

women’s unpaid work in the home 

had not been considered work. So 

she paid this issue special attention.

But it was a long and expensive study 

and student loans didn’t exist at the 

time,” she explains.

Instead she trained for two years 

to become a secretary, an education 

that would take her to Switzerland 

and France. A passion for language 

led to French and German studies, 

before the subject of history drew 

her in.

“When time came for me to gradu-

ate, the issue of Greenland seemed 

pertinent. Seeing that I am a Danish 

woman settled in Norway, the conflict 

over Greenland was interesting. Later, 

this became the subject of my PhD.”

Blom defended her doctoral thesis 

in May 1972. After years of intense 

study, she finally had time to engage 

with the fast-moving world events 

outside of academia.

1972.  Resistance 

against the European Community 

was a wake-up call for Blom, as it 

was for many politically active people 

at the time. In particular she was 

concerned about what at the time 

was known as the Common Market.

 “I became aware that the Com-

mon Market leadership consisted 

only of men. There were no women 

at all!” 

During this time she met several 

women who pointed to the unequal 

power balance between men and 

women. This strongly influenced the 

Ida BlomTHE AluMni inTERViEW
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what others say about ida Blom...

 “Ida Blom has been a pioneer in the understanding of birth control, women’s suffrage  

 struggle and sexual citizen issues, where she has engaged in everything from the  

 treatment of so-called ‘tyskertøs’, women who had amorous relations with German  

 soldiers during WW2, to the welfare state’s treatment of STDs.” 

hilde Danielsen, writer and researcher, UiB

 “Ida Blom is a pioneer in both women’s and gender research and in historical  

 research. She has always been internationally oriented. In 2006 she was appointed  

 an honorary member of the American Historical Association, a prestigious award  

 achieved by few foreign researchers. She is a role model for all women scientists,  

 not only at UiB, but throughout Norway and the world.” 

ellen mortensen, professor and academic director, centre for women’s and gender research (skok), UiB

Ida BlomTHE AluMni inTERViEW

“I was interested in the concept 

of work and how work was con-

nected with employment. Thus, all 

of women’s work in the home was left 

out. This problem was particularly 

acute in rural societies. The concept 

of work simply had to be redefined 

to include women’s contributions to 

society,” she says.

Gradually, a change of paradigms 

in the humanities as well as in the 

social sciences reflected a change 

in attitudes and the focus of a new 

generation of researchers began to 

emerge.

1985.  The University 

of Bergen (UiB) opened Europe’s 

first centre of women’s studies in 

the humanities.  Ida Blom became 

its first chair. In the same year she 

was appointed as the first women’s 

history studies professor in Norway. 

These changes in academia were an 

international phenomenon and Blom 

established contacts across borders. 

Her own work was a reflection of this 

hectic activity.

“It was important for me to view 

Norwegian history – including wom-

en’s history and gender theory – in 

relation to other countries’ history. 

Amongst other things, this led to 

my work as an editor of a women’s 

world history,” she says of a book 

series published by the Norwegian 

publisher Cappelen.

Did she ever feel any discrimina-

tion herself in the world of academia?

“There were only a few woman 

historians at universities back then. 

I was the only female member in the 

department of history at UiB. Might 

I have been considered a buttonhole 

flower? However, when I started fo-

cusing on women’s history, there was 

some resistance on a professional 

level,” she admits before adding. “We 

did have passionate discussions. But 

that is definitely not unusual in a 

research environment.”

2013. Norway is cele-

brating the centennial anniversary of 

Norwegian women’s right to vote – or 

Stemmerettsjubileet, as it is known in 

Norwegian. Ida Blom may be retired, 

but is still active as a speaker. She 

finds it excellent that the focus on 

women’s voting rights is associated 

with the Norwegian Constitution’s 

bicentenary celebrations in 2014.

“Both these jubilees deal with de-

mocratisation. It is wonderful to see 

the great interest in this year’s events. 

One can hardly open a newspaper 

without reading about women’s right 

to vote,” she says smiling.

Both as a feminist and as a histo-

rian Ida Blom notices distinct  changes 

in the women’s rights struggle. She 

sometimes finds it hard to spot 

what women activists are focusing 

on  today.

“In the 1970s it was all rather con-

crete. There was the work to get more 

women elected in parliament and 

local councils. We’ve made great 

progress here, but there is still some 

way to go,” she stresses before bring-

ing up the more intimate concerns 

of many women. “The issue of birth 

control was important for us back 

then. I remember a doctor in Bergen 

who advised on contraception. Her 

work created commotion and debate. 

It was all very concrete, yes.”

But she also believes that many 

issues are the same now as in the 

1970s. Issues related to sexuality and 

the right to choose are still key for 

the women’s rights struggle.

”There is a lot of talk about sexual-

ity.  Of course women must be able 

to dance and enjoy themselves. Yet 

it is also essential that women come 

across as intellectual and political 

beings.  Our minds and commitments 

should be the focus,” she says. “Maybe 

this is a little absent in feminism now. 

Liberation by undressing is not the 

right way forward for women.”

According to Blom, domestic life 

is one of the most important arenas 

for modern feminism.

“In my generation it was unheard 

of for the father to be on paternity 

leave. Now both parents share the 

responsibility of staying at home with 

small children. This is a new and in-

teresting development. I sympathise 

greatly with the idea that fathers 

should spend more time with their 

young children,” says Blom.

Do you believe it is easier to be 

a woman now than when you were 

younger?

“Well, it has become much easier 

to engage in activities outside of the 

home and family. At the same time, 

people are often hard up for time. 

People expect far more from life. And 

people do consume more,” she says 

before striking a more conciliatory 

note. “But there are more ways to 

organise your daily life now than 

before. All in all I believe it is great to 

be a woman today, with more room 

for action than before.”

Ida Blom walks the way she talks. 

Gender equality has been as natural 

a part of her everyday life as of her 

academic career.

“Our kids grew up in a home 

where mum and dad were not just 

wife and husband, but friends. En-

joying life together. Several of my 

children’s friends thought it was great 

that I was working outside the home, 

unlike their own mothers. I believe 

that my husband and I have shown 

that things can be done differently.” 
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Ida Clara Blom
• Professor emerita of history.

• Born 20 February 1931 in gentofte, Denmark.

• Defended her doctoral thesis the fight for Eirik Raude’s 
country (Kampen om Eirik Raudes land) at UiB in 1972.

• in 1985, appointed as the first professor of women’s 
history in norway and became head of UiB’s centre of 
women’s studies in the humanities.

• co-founder and first President of the international 
Federation for research in women’s history (iFrwh) 
1987–95.

• won the book award Brageprisen in 1992 for Cappelens 
kvinnehistorie I-III, a women’s world history collection.

• honorary doctorate at University of copenhagen in 1996.

• honorary president of the international Federation for 
research in women’s history (iFrwh) in 1999.

• appointed commander of the order of st. olav in 2001.

• appointed honorary member of the american historical 
association in 2006.

• recipient of the gina krog Prize for 2009, awarded by 
the norwegian association for women’s rights (norsk 
kvinnesaksforening).

• has worked to integrate women’s and gender history in 
teaching at all educational levels as part of the subject 
of history.
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As Norway has a long coastline, 

Norwegians have always been 

a people of the coast, says Nils 

Kolle, associate professor of history 

at UiB’s Department of Archaeology, 

History, Cultural Studies, and Reli-

gion. Kolle grew up on a small farm 

in a fjord village south of Bergen, 

and his research as a historian has 

focused on the life and traditions of 

people on Norway’s west coast.

“It is on the shore and along the 

fjords that we find most of Norway’s 

topsoil, and then of course there are 

the resources of the sea. Inland Nor-

way was more unilaterally dependent 

on agriculture and forestry, whereas 

coastal enterprise was based on a 

number of industries. If you were 

a fisherman with a plot of land and 

some livestock, you had more than 

one leg to stand on if crops failed 

one year.”

Norway’s fish farmers
Kolle is currently busy as the editor of 

a five-volume work on Norway’s fish-

ery and coastal history, with a focus 

on what he calls the Norwegian fish 

farmers, i.e. people who combined 

fishing with small-scale farming.

“The Norwegian fish farmers had 

far greater freedom than, say, the 

peasants living on the coast of Ire-

land,” says Kolle, who has studied 

and compared coastal people in the 

west of Norway with people in the 

Connemara district on the west coast 

of Ireland in the nineteenth century.

“Whereas the tenant farmers of 

Ireland were exploited by the land-

owners and stood no chance of saving 

money, the fish farmers of western 

Norway kept a profit for themselves, 

and some even accumulated wealth. 

Thus the motivation to take advan-

tage of the resources of the sea were 

greater in Western Norway than in 

Ireland.”

Ocean harvest
According to Kolle, Norway was 

populated about 9,500 years ago 

and the first humans followed the 

seals northwards along the coast. 

Throughout Norway’s history fish 

have been the prime marine resource 

and traditionally been the basis for 

life on the coast.

This did, however, change drasti-

cally 40 years ago with the discovery 

of oil in the North Sea. The oil rush 

has created a different type of work 

and has impacted all levels of Nor-

wegian society.

“You see this most clearly on the 

west coast. All the way through the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

right up until World War 2, fishing 

and farming were the main sources of 

The people 
of the coast
Well into the twentieth century, people from 
the islands outside of Bergen rowed by boat 
to town and sold fresh fish straight from 
their boats.

 TexT  ingEboRg REVHEiM  PHoTo  E iVind SEnnESET

CoasTinG iT: nils kolle 
takes in the view at 
landrovågen on sotra, 
an island 20 minutes 
drive west of Bergen. 
in this area people 
were reliant on the 
fisheries, a few farm 
animals, and a patch 
of land. People rowed 
by boat to Bergen city 
centre several times a 
week to sell fresh fish.

 “ 
 Local fishermen were  

 early adopters of a monetary  
 economy. 

 ” 

 
Nils Kolle, associate professor, UiB 

TraDiTional MariTiMe CulTure: a typical scene from the fish market in Bergen sometime 
between 1880–1900. PHoto: uNivErSity of bErGEN librAry
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loCal HisTorY Man: “the word ‘stril’ still lingers in everyday 
speech but is today used more humourously,” says nils 
kolle, associate professor, UiB.

income for most people. Today work 

in the fisheries has been replaced by 

work in the oil industry. But you could 

say that the resources are still 

harvested from the ocean.”

Island life
In the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, life on the 

islands outside Bergen was 

much like life elsewhere on 

Norway’s rugged coastline. The 

men primarily went fishing, 

whilst the women stayed at home 

with children and performed the 

day-to-day running of the farm.

“They grew potatoes with a couple 

of cows and some sheep grazing in 

the pasture. The landscape of the 

island was bare with few trees, so 

they got most of their fuel from peat 

bogs. Timber for boats and housing 

was purchased from inland villages,” 

says Kolle.

The difference between people 

from the coast just outside Bergen 

and the rest of Western Norway was 

the proximity to a major city. In the 

late Middle Ages, Bergen was Scan-

dinavia’s biggest city and up until 

Sea animals become biofuel
The marine animals tunicates, can be used both as an 

environmentally friendly biofuel and also as fish food.

 TexT  SolRun dREgElid

on the seafloor, under the pier, and on 
ship ropes – that’s where the tunicates 
live. tunicates are marine filter feeders 
that serve as eaters of algae and bacteria 
and as a foodstuff in korea and Japan. 
But in the future they may become more 
prevalent.

a research team at University of 
Bergen (UiB) and Uni research have 
found that a certain type of tunicate – 
ascidiacea – can be used as a renewable 
source of biofuel and fish food. this is 
particularly good news for the growing 
aquaculture industry, which for years has 
struggled to find enough quality feed 
for its fish. there also is the prospect of 
reducing emissions from traffic.

it is the cellulose, the protein, and the 
omega-3 fatty acids in the ascidiacea 
that serve its many uses.

“its mantle consists of cellulose, which 
is a collection of sugars. when cellu-
lose is cleaved, one can obtain ethanol. 
and ethanol can be used for biofuel in 
cars. the animal’s body consists of large 

amounts of protein and omega-3. this 
can be used for fish feed,” says Profes-
sor eric thompson at UiB’s Department 
of Biology.

another important factor is that 
whereas much of today’s biofuel is grown 
on fertile land, the ascidiacea are usu-
ally not even part of the direct human 
food chain, probably because of their 
protective mantle. 

they also grow very quickly. Four to 
six months after ‘birth’ they are ready 
for harvesting. tunicates are also found 
in all oceans, with an enormous growth 
potential that exceeds most land-based 
feedstock.

the researchers have already acquired 
a patent for biofuel and have a patent 
application pending for the cultivation 
of ascidiacea for fish feed.

“we have spent years to arrive at 
these findings, so the prize is a nice 
recognition. now we look forward to 
working on commercialising the results,” 
says thompson. 

Close encounters with algae
watch this short video in which the marine microbiologist 
mikal heldal from UiB’s Department of Biology shows us 
some amazing images of algae. heldal shot these pictures 
with senior engineer egil s. erichsen at UiB’s laboratory 
for electron microscopy. these close-ups show enlarged 
pictures of algae, which contribute to storing co2 in the 
ocean and have an impact on the climate on the planet.

 y 
bit.ly/V1t8ac

FuTure FooD anD Fuel: tunicates are marine filter feeders 
that weigh between 50 and 70 grams and are found in all 
oceans. PHoto: iNGE DøSkElAND

eric thompson, Professor, 
Department of Biology, UiB.  
PHoto: uib
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around 1830 it was Norway’s 

biggest city.

“There was a huge de-

mand for food and the peo-

ple living within rowing 

distance to Bergen had a 

great advantage in selling 

their fish to city dwellers. 

Prices were negotiable and 

the fishermen were paid in 

cash,” he explains. “So they 

were early adopters of a 

monetary economy.”

The historian believes 

this enhanced the coast 

people’s position as inde-

pendent participants in the 

emerging market economy.

Trade in fish
The fish trade was also 

the reason the Hanseatic 

League was established in 

Bergen in the fourteenth 

century, turning the city 

into an international trade centre. 

But the fish that the market town of 

Bergen was founded on were caught 

further north, in the Lofoten Islands.

Northerners dried fish ( mainly 

cod), sailed south and sold it to their 

regular merchants. According to 

Kolle, there was a major difference 

between northern and western  

fishermen.

“Northerners never got paid in 

cash, but traded fish for grain, salt, 

fishing tools, and other useful goods. 

The northerner was forever indebted 

to his Bergen merchant and this debt 

was passed down from father to son.”

Whereas the northerners had to 

undertake a long and arduous jour-

ney just to sell their fish, the coastal 

people outside Bergen didn’t have to 

travel far to take advantage of the 

spoils of nature. The fish resources 

and the fish marketplace were both 

within a day’s travel for them.

Local nicknames: the ‘stril’
“The local fishermen were independ-

ent and not poor, but considered 

awkward by the city population and 

known locally by the term ‘stril’."

According to Kolle, there is a lot of 

research on the relationship between 

northerners and Bergen merchants, 

but a major thesis on the relationship 

between the ‘stril’ and the Bergen 

merchant is yet to be written. There 

are however many depictions of the 

‘stril’ in both fiction and non-fiction 

literature.

Some sort of cultural gap between 

city dwellers and rural culture is 

found all over the world, and the re-

lationship between the ‘stril’ and the 

citizens of Bergen is hardly unique.

“The ‘stril’ was known for his old-

fashioned dress sense and was pretty 

stubborn. The coastal people were not 

easily swayed by new trends and fash-

ion, but were firmly rooted in local 

traditions and culture. Their peasant 

clothing and dialect made them the 

laughing stock for the ‘fine’ people 

of the city. But they developed and 

cultivated some sort of resistance to 

urban culture well into the twentieth 

century,” says Nils Kolle. 

FAC T S
 

West coast maritime culture
• ‘stril’ was a derogatory nickname for people who lived in the areas 

around Bergen. they were often ridiculed because of their dialect 
and their old-fashioned clothes.

• the ‘stril’ usually made a living from a combination of fishing and 
small-scale farming.

• in a european context, these norwegian fish farmers had a relatively 
independent status.

• the traditional culture of the ‘stril’ is celebrated every year in June at 
the so-called torgdagen, when people from around Bergen dress up 
in old-fashioned peasant clothing and travel into town in old boats.

• the fish species typically traded were cod, coalfish, pollock, wolf-
fish, or cod-like fish such as cusk and common ling: species that are 
still found in the fjords and waters around Bergen.

• the fish industry has become more industrialised, with the arrival 
of new technology, advanced fishing vessels, and the rise of fish 
farming and the aquaculture industry.

• the oil boom in the north sea has also had a great impact on how 
people in the Bergen region live and work. now far more people 
work in the oil sector than in the fish industry.

 

 “ 
 Today work in the  
 fisheries has been  

 replaced by work in  
 the oil industry. 

 ”" 

 
Nils Kolle, associatel  

 professor, UiBl
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The secrets of the sea
When we humans change the chemistry of the sea, it’s up to the very smallest 
organisms to clean up after us. The question is whether they can cope with it.

We once believed that the 

sea was endless and unaf-

fected by human activity. 

That was before we discovered that 

the Baltic Sea is full of fertiliser from 

farming that washes out with the win-

ter rain. Or that all our dams retain 

silicate minerals in the rivers, that 

otherwise would have flowed into the 

sea where diatoms could have used 

them to build their shells. Or that our 

CO2-emissions are absorbed by the 

sea and lower the pH. Or that oil spills 

can threaten both fish and seabirds.

But what consequences do all 

these changes have? The only thing 

that is certain is that the smallest 

organisms feel the changes first. 

Microorganisms in the uppermost 

layers of water process nutrient salts, 

light and carbon, and create the basis 

for all other life in the sea.

The invisible food chain
“I've seen many proposals aiming 

to genetically modify bacteria so 

that they can break down oil spills. 

From an ecological point of view 

such proposals are nonsense,” says 

Professor Frede Thingstad. “Bacteria 

in the sea can already break down oil. 

But to do so, they need nitrogen and 

phosphorus. That limitation cannot 

be removed by genetic modification. 

If you fail to understand the ecology, 

you might risk doing a lot of stupid 

things.”

He is head of the research group in 

marine microbiology at UiB’s Depart-

ment of Biology. For several decades, 

he and his colleagues have conducted 

research on the invisible life in the 

sea, and its role in the food chain.

“There are ten billion viruses in a 

litre of sea water. One billion bacteria. 

If you were to take the DNA material 

which exists in a litre of sea water 

and stretch it out into a thread, it 

would be 2,000 kilometres long,” says 

Thingstad. “That says something 

about how complex the microbiol-

ogy of the sea is. Our research aims 

to try to understand how this system 

functions.”

An aquarium for bacteria
For this purpose, the researchers use 

so-called mesocosm experiments. 

Mesocosms are large water tanks 

where one can capture a tiny bit of 

the sea along with all life that exists 

there, and then change chosen en-

vironmental factors to see how the 

microorganisms react. During three 

weeks in June 2013, researchers filled 

16 such tanks with seawater at UiB’s 

marine biological research station, 

Espegrend, on the idyllic coastline 

south of Bergen. Every day they took 

samples, counted organisms, meas-

ured chlorophyll, and examined DNA.

“We started with mesocosm ex-

periments in the 1980s when it was 

usual to conduct observational re-

search. One went out and looked at 

nature and measured and counted 

what existed there. We thought that 

was too complicated; one can’t under-

stand the system that way. We had to 

try something simpler. And we’re still 

doing it,” Thingstad explains.

Several hundred international 

researchers, including several EU 

framework programmes, have used 

UiB’s mesocosm laboratory. The re-

search in summer 2013 was a part of 

a larger ERC project, MINOS, which 

Thingstad leads, and various com-

binations of sugar, nitrogen and 

copepods were added to the tanks; 

the copepods feed on the largest 

microorganisms.

Who eats most?
“Have you seen our box model,” asks 

Professor Gunnar Bratbak, who like 

Thingstad works in UiB’s research 

group for marine microbiology.

On the computer screen in his 

office he pulls up the model that is 

the basis for all the group’s research. 

Viruses, bacteria, algae and invisible 

animals are depicted in various sizes. 

Criss-crossing arrows show who eats 

 TexT  KJERSTin gJEngEdAl  PHoTo  EiVind SEnnESET
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Microbial Network Organisation 
(MINOS)

• a project financed through an erc advan-
ced grant of nok 20 million.

• the fellowship is awarded to visionary and 
risky research projects led by meritorious 
researchers.

• the head of the project is Frede thingstad.

• it will provide more knowledge about the 
nutrient exchange at the surface of the 
sea, including the conversion of carbon.

• Utilises among others the UiB’s mesocosm 
laboratory, which is an installation for 
large-scale mesocosm experiments, used 
in a range of international projects.

• the project uses fractal theory to acquire 
new knowledge about the eco-system in 
the ocean’s surface layer.

 

GroW, eaT, Die: in these tanks at espegrend outside Bergen viruses, bacteria and plankton grow, eat each other and die, within three weeks. 
Postdoctoral fellows antonio Pagarete, rakhesh madhusoodhanan and Paolo simonelli fill the tanks with water from the outside bay.

FillinG THe TanKs: PhD candidate Bernadette Pree and postdoctoral fellows 
antonio Pagarete and rakhesh madhusoodhanan making sure that the 
mesocosm experiments get off to a good start.

HarD aT WorK: Postdoctoral fellows rakhesh madhusoodhanan, antonio 
Pagarete and Paolo simonelli (back to front) working to get UiB's marine 
microbiological research station up and running.

 “ 
 If you don’t understand  

 the ecology, you  
 might risk doing a lot of  

 stupid things. 
 ”  

 Frede Thingstad, professor, UiBl
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whom, and who competes for nutri-

ents. Bratbak tries to explain.

“If you add carbon, for example, 

as in an oil spill, the bacteria will do 

better and will eat a larger portion 

of the nutrient salts. That means that 

there will be less algae, because there 

is less food left for them.”

Colonies of microorganisms
Together with Researcher Aud Larsen 

at Uni Research, Bratbak leads a 

project nicknamed MicroPolar, where 

they will examine how these corre-

lations work in Arctic Ocean areas. 

That will involve several research 

expeditions to the Arctic Ocean, in 

addition to mesocosm experiments 

on the archipelago of Svalbard.

“We know very little about micro-

organisms in the Arctic Ocean. A part 

of the MicroPolar project aims sim-

ply to go up there and take samples 

throughout a cycle of a whole year, 

characterise the bacterial colonies, 

phytoplankton and viral communities 

to find out what’s there. Moreover, we 

don’t quite know what the food chain 

looks like when the light is turned off 

in the winter,” he says before asking 

out loud. “Maybe it’s more active 

than we think; maybe bacteria and 

the organisms feeding on bacteria 

can live all winter on dissolved or-

ganic carbon which the algae have 

produced in the summer?”

Although the research group is 

interested in understanding the en-

tire marine microbiologic eco-system, 

they are perhaps most interested in 

the smallest organisms, the viruses. 

The group was among the first to 

publish articles on the role of viruses 

in the ocean’s food web, and they have 

continued to work with viruses, even 

as new methods have made it easier 

to research them.

Smart viruses
The only way viruses can reproduce is 

to infect a host organism, for example 

a bacterium or an alga, and use the 

host’s life processes to spread their 

genetic material. Viruses can be very 

specialised, and will often infect just 

one or a few types of organisms.

“There is a continual arms race 

between viruses and host cells,” says 

professor Ruth-Anne Sandaa. 

“Viruses can go in and overrule 

the host organism to promote the 

production of their own viral genes. 

There exist viruses with genes for 

photosynthesis. But viruses can’t con-

duct photosynthesis by themselves, 

so what are they going to do with 

the genes? What we think, is that the 

host alga shuts down photosynthesis 

when it is infected by a virus, as a 

defence mechanism,” says Sandaa. 

“But then the virus can respond by 

using its own photosynthesis genes 

to turn on activity in the host again, 

so that more viruses are produced. 

Such interaction between viruses and 

hosts is very exciting, because it can 

seem that anything is possible, and 

that only the imagination sets limits.”

She studies virus colonies in the 

mesocosms at Espegrend as part 

of MicroPolar. The most important 

method for learning something about 

viruses is to study their genes. The 

problem is that most viruses are un-

known, and so it’s not easy to know 

what the DNA material you’ve got in 

front of you really means.

“That makes it difficult to classify 

them. But you have to map their 

genes to get information. We try to 

compare the genetic samples with 

other samples to see if they have 

anything in common or resemble 

each other; whether we can find any 

pegs to hang information on. Little by 

little we can begin to say something 

about which function the different 

genes might have,” says Sandaa.

Are there any species in the host 

community that disappear, while 

some species spring up in the virus 

community? Is there a connection 

between them? Do the viruses have 

few or many genes, and do they infect 

the small or the larger host cells? 

Because the organisms exist in such 

enormous numbers, such research 

creates endless amounts of data, 

and the challenges are increasingly 

about analysing the data.

A rain forest in the ocean
Unfortunately there is no simple 

answer to what happens to micro-

organisms when the environment 

in the sea changes. The geographic 

variations are great in the first place. 

Western Norway’s coast is the ocean’s 

answer to the rain forest: an enor-

mous fertile and species-rich area, 

owing to nutrient salts and fresh 

water which are continually washed 

out into the fjords, and because the 

layers of water are mixed by cur-

rents and wind. By comparison, the 

Mediterranean is practically a desert. 

“That’s not because it’s polluted, 

but because the currents carry the 

nitrogen and phosphorus out through 

the Gibraltar. The biogeochemical 

processes are so strong that the Medi-

terranean is very oligotrophic. That’s 

why the water is so clear there,” says 

Frede Thingstad.

A major question is whether the 

algae in the sea can store more of 

our CO2 emissions than they do to-

day – without being eaten, so that 

the CO2 is released. But to increase 

production in just one part of the 

cycle is not easy.

“If the algae are not eaten, but sink 

to the bottom with the CO2, they’ll 

also take nutrient salts with them 

out of the system. Then the process 

will sooner or later cease,” says Gun-

nar Bratbak.

A range of projects have been 

launched to use algae to capture CO2. 

Bratbak is sceptical.

“If these algae are used for fish 

feed or fuel, CO2 will just be released 

again. The only way to remove it from 

the system is to bury the algae in a 

bog forever,” he says. “Furthermore 

it would take enormous areas to pro-

duce so much algae. Using biology to 

capture CO2 seems a little pointless 

to me. The only solution is to stop 

extracting oil.” 

FAC T S
 

Processes and Players in Arctic 
Marine Pelagic Food Webs 
(MicroPolar)

• Project funded by the research council of 
norway to the amount of nok 23 million.

• the project provides a better understan-
ding of the marine microbial food web in 
the arctic, and the interaction between 
the biosphere, atmosphere and the sea.

• research expeditions in the arctic ocean, 
mesocosm experiments in ny Ålesund on 
svalbard.

• Describe new species, map genetic mate-
rial and investigate how fast the processes 
in the food chain are going.

• the heads of the project are gunnar Brat-
bak (UiB) and aud larsen (Uni research).

 

Frede thingstad, professor, Department of 
Biology, UiB.

BrieF oPeninG: the microorganisms in the ocean have only hours in which to multiply before 
being eaten or infected by virus. the microPolar team of aud larsen (left), gunnar Bratbak and 
ruth-anne sandaa examine how the interaction between the organisms happens.

no PlaCe To HiDe! chief engineer svein norland caught between the water 
tanks at the research station at espegrend south of Bergen.

HosinG iT: PhD candidate selina Våge making sure that the water gets 
to where it belongs.

 “ 
 Interaction between  

 viruses and hosts is  
 very exciting. Only the  
 imagination sets limits. 

 ”  

 
RuthAnne Sandaa,  

 professor, UiBl

watch this video showing 
close-ups of Frede  
thingstad's and gunnar 
Bratbak's research:

 y 
bit.ly/13XvqJ3
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FoCuS Marine Research | Geobiology

The origins of life
A stir was created when researchers from Bergen discovered the northernmost 
hydrothermal vents at the bottom of the ocean. But why was this discovery so 
special?  TexT  KJERSTin gJEngEdAl  PHoTo  EiVind SEnnESET

I was studying to become a ge-

ologist. But one day I discovered 

bacteria in a rock, and I grew 

curious: What on earth is this,” asks 

Professor Ingunn Thorseth from UiB’s 

Centre for Geobiology.

As the word implies, geobiology is 

a combination of the rather diverse 

disciplines of geology and biology. 

But over the last few years, it has 

increasingly emerged that the two 

actually have a lot in common.

UiB has been at the forefront in 

recognising the work in this cross-

disciplinary research field, and the 

Centre for Geobiology got its status 

as a Norwegian Centre of Excellence 

(SFF) in 2008.

“In the beginning it was kind of 

lonely to be involved in this. But after 

a while I realised there were many 

researchers doing this type of work: 

people sitting in their little offices 

around the world, with images of 

strange rocks in their desk drawers,” 

she says with a smile.

Life in the dark
These days you will find a geobiology 

research group at many universities.

It may very well be that the hot 

vents found in the Northern Atlantic 

are similar to the conditions that 

existed when life came about on 

earth. The areas around the vents 

are teeming with life. Microorgan-

isms transform gases and minerals 

that are present in the hot water that 

emanates from the earth’s interior.

Maybe there is a large, unknown 

biosphere hidden beneath the sea-

floor. If so it probably plays an im-

portant role for environmental con-

ditions on earth. But in what way?

Energy from iron
Thorseth heads a research team 

called Water-Rock-Microbe Interac-

tions and the Deep Biosphere. She 

and her team examine traces that 

microorganisms leave behind in 

rock: so-called biosignatures. There 

are many different ways to recognise 

traces of life in the rocks, all the way 

from the very shape of the rock to 

specific chemical traces.

Yet many questions remain. At 

what time did this possible life ex-

ist? What kind of life are we talking 

about? Did life only survive thanks to 

the energy from the earth’s interior, or 

was life also reliant on energy from 

the surface, where the sun shines?

“On the seafloor there are mi-

croorganisms that oxidise iron and 

use it as food. We know this type of 

organism from freshwater. Often you 

can see something resembling rust 

where groundwater emanates from 

the surface. On the seafloor close 

to the hydrothermal vents, we also 

found large areas of iron deposits,” 

she says.

Layers of rust
Thorseth displays a porous rock, 

created by layer upon layer of rust. 

The rust is the visible trace of the 

iron-eating bacteria. One type of such 

bacteria creates a stalk of minerals 

to anchor itself to the ground.

The stalk remains long after the 

bacteria itself is gone, and constitutes 

an easily recognisable biosignature 

signalling which organisms once 

created this carpet of rust.

“We are now trying to establish 

whether all rocks composed of such 

stalks were created by bacteria, or 

if they also occur in other ways. We 

investigate how they change their 

appearance as the rock gets older, 

she explains.

The visible traces of these iron-

eating marine bacteria are similar 

to the ones found in freshwater. But 

when comparing the DNA of bacteria 

in freshwater with the ocean bacteria, 

these are very different.

This points towards great diversity 

in iron-eating bacteria, and that the 

ability to use iron as an energy source 

may have developed separately in 

different places and different times 

in earth’s history.

“We have to assume that there 

are many similar organisms, which 

we can’t find at present because we 

don’t know what DNA to look for,” 

Thorseth suggests.

From the seafloor to the lab
When the researchers at the Centre 

for Geobiology go on expeditions, they 

inevitably look for new hydrothermal 

vent fields. Here they sample and 

analyse the vent water flowing from 

the seafloor as well as the surround-

ing bottom seawater. They measure 

gases, minerals, and trace elements 

in the outflowing water. They collect 

microorganisms and samples of rocks 

and sediments from the seafloor. 

These are then brought home to the 

lab and subjected to research.

The thinking is that the hydro-

thermal fields represent the oldest 

form of life on earth and may let us 

in on the secrets of how life occurred.

“But was life back then what we 

think of as life now? That is a com-

pletely different question,” says In-

gunn Thorseth. 

 “  Was life back then what  
 we think of as life now?  ”  

 Ingunn Thorseth,  

 geobiologist, UiB 

sTone oF rusT: this rock from the seafloor is built of small stalks 
created by iron-eating bacteria. the stalks are covered in rust that 
precipitates on the outside stems. such iron deposits can become 
several meters high.

GroWinG BaCTeria: Black iron sulphide on the bottom, water, salts, 
and a dash of vitamins to get the iron-eating bacteria to grow and 
produce rust.

FAC T S
 

Centre for Geobiology
• the centre’s goal is to create fundamental knowledge about the 

interaction between rocks and biological organisms, and how life 
occurred on earth.

• main fields of research are life and rocks on the seafloor, and the 
oldest rocks known on earth.

• Use robotic submarines and drilling gear to extract samples of 
rocks and organisms from extreme environments at the bottom of 
the ocean.

• a multidisciplinary field of research with expertise in geology, 
microbiology, palaeontology, biochemistry, geochemistry,  
and genetics.

• one of UiB’s norwegian centres of excellence (sFF). read an article 
on the sFF centres on pages 14–17.

 

in THe arCHiVe: Professor ingunn thorseth gets help from 
researcher håkon Dahle (at the back) in cataloguing the 
collected rock samples.
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politiCs | Women's power in Africa

ragnhild louise 
muriaas, postdoctoral 
fellow, Department of 
comparative Politics, 
UiB. PHoto: EliN 
StENSvAND

Vibeke wang, 
PhD candidate, 
Department of 
comparative Politics, 
UiB. PHoto: EliN 
StENSvAND

Africa’s women rise on quotas
In 2008 Rwanda became the first country in the world to fill its parliament 
with a majority of women. Now the rest of Africa follow suit.  TexT  Elin STEnSVAnd

What is the connection be-

tween representation of 

women, quotas and de-

mocracy in Africa? This is one of 

many questions Postdoctoral Fellow 

Ragnhild Louise Muriaas and PhD 

Candidate Vibeke Wang at the De-

partment of Comparative Politics at 

University of Bergen (UiB) are trying 

to answer in their research.

“In the last two decades, we have 

witnessed a female explosion in 

 African politics,” says Muriaas. “If 

we look at figures from a country 

such as South Africa, we find that 

in the apartheid era only 1.7 per cent 

of elected officials were women, 

whereas the number now stands at 

42.3 per cent.”

In the last decade there has been 

a huge increase in the number of 

women elected to legislative bodies 

worldwide, and sub-Saharan Africa 

is the region showing the fastest and 

most formidable growth in women’s 

participation.

Top ranking nations
“As well as Rwanda topping the list, 

countries such as the Seychelles, 

Mozambique, Senegal, South Af-

rica, Tanzania, and Uganda are all 

amongst the top 21 countries in the 

world when it comes to female par-

liamentary representation,” Wang 

informs.

By comparison, Norway stands at 

number eight on the list of female 

parliamentary representation.

The two researchers point to one 

primary factor for the positive de-

velopments in Africa: quotas. And 

quotas are used regardless of the type 

of regime and differ from country 

to country.

Several international and regional 

organisations support an increase in 

the number of female parliamentar-

ians. The African Union (AU) and 

Southern African Development Com-

munity (SADC), amongst others, have 

worked towards a goal of 50/50 rep-

resentation in Malawi and Zambia.

But does the rise in female rep-

resentation necessarily lead to more 

democracy?

“Many people assume that democ-

racy and representation of women 

go hand in hand. After all, in the 

West women first got voting rights, 

then they fought for parliamentary 

representation in the national legis-

latures, before becoming government 

ministers. It was a gradual process 

towards democracy,” Muriaas says. 

“There is however no natural con-

nection between democracy and 

women’s representation in Africa.”

“Actually, many of the countries 

with the highest number of women 

parliamentarians could be classified 

as authoritarian or semi-authoritar-

ian,” Wang adds.

Stand up and be counted
The two researchers explain that 

the general desire for more women 

in Africa’s parliaments arise from a 

belief that this is good for democracy; 

the idea being that the more women 

elected, the more different – and dif-

fering – voices are heard.

However, recent research shows 

that getting women elected does not 

by itself expand political and civil 

rights for minority populations or 

special needs groups in some African 

countries.

“This is problematic, as many 

believe that a democratic platform 

is important if the quota system is 

to make sense. In Uganda the quota 

system has been known to benefit the 

ruling party,” Wang explains.

She does however paint a more 

complex picture of Ugandan politics. 

After all, the quota system has been 

championed by grass roots groups 

and women activists who themselves 

stand to benefit from the quotas.

Symbolic representation
In her dissertation, Wang measures 

the effect of female representation 

in Uganda in several ways. One of 

her methods is to look at how – and 

if – legislation benefits women.

“In the parliamentary period of 

2006–2011, there was an increase 

in the number of pro-women laws 

passed. From a research point of 

view, this is both interesting and 

unexpected,” she says. “One expla-

nation may be that there is broad 

cross-party female networking in 

Uganda’s parliament.”

“Yet, legislation may be the weak 

point for women’s rights in Africa,” 

Muriaas is quick to add. “Measured 

in different terms, such as using 

women’s impact on parliamentary 

culture, or whether women’s issues 

are subject to discussion, the results 

are not as encouraging.”

Research into women’s represen-

tation puts an emphasis on what is 

known as ‘symbolic representation’, 

where one looks at the effect of hav-

ing women in power in the public 

sphere.

“Women leaders are more visible 

now. The symbolic effect of this is 

however more difficult to measure. 

But it is still important,” says Wang.

“It is also worth noting that the 

increase in women’s representation 

is not only due to external pressure 

from the United Nations or other 

international bodies. A lot can be 

credited to local processes,” Muriaas 

says before adding, “And even better, 

both women and many men in vari-

ous African countries view this as a 

natural development.” 

FuTure HoPe: two women read flyers explaining the electoral process in a church in goma in Dr congo. if recent developments in sub-saharan 
africa hold sway, voters can look forward to even more gender equality in the years to come. PHoto: lyNSEy ADDArio/vii/CorbiS/Ntb SCANPix

 “  There is no natural 
connection between  

 democracy and women’s  
 representation in Africa.  ”  

 Ragnhild Louise Muriaas,  

 postdoctoral fellow, UiB 
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African women and politics
• Vibeke wang submitted her PhD thesis, 

Operating in the shadow of the executive: 
Women’s substantive representation in 
the Uganda parliament, in the spring of 
2013.

• wang’s thesis explores the effect of 
women’s representation in the Uganda 
national assembly.

• wang’s further work includes the forthco-
ming article “women changing policy 
outcomes: learning from pro-women 
legislation in the Ugandan parliament”, to 
be published in Women’s Studies Interna-
tional Forum (2013).

• ragnhild louise muriaas is currently 
working on a postdoctoral fellowship with 
the title Popular Representation in Africa: 
The Politics of Representation, funded by 
the research council of norway.

• in 2012, muriaas and wang published the 
article “executive dominance and the po-
litics of quota representation in Uganda” 
in the Journal of Modern African Studies.

• in 2013, the duo are co-editing a special 
issue of Women’s Studies International 
Forum, where the subject is democracy 
and quotas for women.
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laW stUdies | Legal culture

From voting to legal action

Lawsuits are set to gain in importance over the ballot box as 
internationalisation gathers pace.  TexT  KiM E. AndREASSEn

Twenty per cent of Norwegian 

laws and regulations are pro-

duced outside of our borders. 

This share is destined to rise sub-

stantially in the years to come,” says 

Professor Jørn Øyrehagen Sunde.

He is part of the Research Group 

for Legal Culture at UiB’s Faculty 

of Law. The group is working on a 

number of projects to identify what 

happens when national law must 

conform to outside forces, yet retain 

its legitimacy and remain consistent 

on the national level.

The group’s work deals with issues 

that are entering our everyday lives, 

as Norwegians find themselves mov-

ing abroad, shopping on weekend 

trips to foreign cities, and getting 

married to non-Norwegians.

Challenging the Constitution
Suddenly Norwegian citizens need 

to consider how your second spouse 

from Poland may be entitled to  inherit 

you or whether the legal papers for 

your house in Spain are in order. This 

means that national law is  playing 

catch-up in adapting to an ever more 

borderless European society.

Joint European law may make it 

easier to move beyond borders. But 

the rapid developments in the last 

few decades also present challenges. 

Øyrehagen Sunde believes that they 

primarily represent a constitutional 

challenge.

“We are in reality abandoning the 

separation of powers relating to the 

nation state,” he says. “Norway’s Con-

stitution gives the power of creating 

laws to the people as represented by 

parliament. This is challenged when 

20 per cent of legislation happens 

outside our borders.”

A weakening of democracy?
The law professor believes that re-

duced parliamentary control weak-

ens democracy itself, at least if one 

thinks of democracy as being de-

cided through the ballot. On the other 

hand, EU legislation tends to be more 

rights-oriented, giving powers to 

the individual and business. Each 

and every one of us can move to 

have Norwegian law overruled in 

the European Court.

“In reality this means a democracy 

more reliant on legal action than 

the ballot box,” Øyrehagen Sunde 

suggests.

In this, he believes, the EU and 

indirectly Norway increasingly be-

come more American.

“Taken to its extreme, one could 

argue that Americans are more likely 

to sue than to vote. In the United 

States, litigation law has long over-

shadowed the right to vote as a tool 

of democracy.”

One explanation for this may be 

that the US federal system’s complex-

ity makes it harder for the individual 

to relate to the system.

Power sharing principles
For democracy to work, the citizens 

need an overview to understand 

proceedings. The traditional separa-

tion of powers into a legislature, an 

executive, and a judiciary makes it 

easy to point out where the power 

lies. EU law on the other hand, is 

very complicated and impenetrable.

“How are ordinary people sup-

posed to understand the European 

system of justice, when not even 

the media, politicians, or high court 

judges understand how it works,” the 

law professor asks. “There is a danger 

that when people don’t understand 

how things work, they drop out and 

leave politics to the elites.”

Øyrehagen Sunde got engaged in 

international law research when he 

was a student in the 1990s. This was a 

time when the study of law was still 

geared almost exclusively towards 

the national legislature.

“Human rights issues were on the 

agenda amongst PhD students. But 

international law was certainly not 

part of the curriculum at the time,” 

he says, pointing out that students 

at the time were left ill-prepared for 

understanding the rapid develop-

ment towards supranational laws 

and regulations.

The culture of law research
In 2005 all this changed, when UiB 

changed the curriculum to make 

international law studies a central 

part of the education. According to 

Øyrehagen Sunde, this was not a 

moment too soon. This change had 

a tremendous impact on the law 

research environment in Bergen.

After having been pulled towards 

the social sciences’ methods and 

statistical approach in the post-war 

era, the law research community 

suddenly found itself drawn towards 

the humanities in the past decade.

In the past decade, law research 

has moved ever closer to cultural 

studies, in order to understand how 

law and regulations on the conti-

nent are adaptable to Norwegian 

conditions.

“We have almost become cultural 

professionals, as we have to translate, 

interpret, and reinterpret material 

that becomes Norwegian law. Also, we 

need to explain externally how this 

relates to and affects Norwegian law.”

Driven by technology
Yet there is no turning back, the law 

professor believes.

“International law is here to stay. 

If internationalisation of the law was 

simply a political question, then we 

could decide democratically if we 

wanted these changes or not,” he 

says before pointing out that things 

are not that simple.

“Internationalisation is a product 

of technology and communication. 

When individuals travel and shop 

more abroad, this requires an in-

ternational framework and more 

international laws and regulations.” 

CulTural issues: new euro-
pean laws challenge national 
legislation and democracy. 
the picture shows an 
employee of a flag manufac-
turer covering a greek flag 
with a eU flag. PHoto: MArCuS 
brANDt/Ntb SCANPix

Jørn Øyrehagen 
sunde, professor, 
Faculty of law, 
UiB. PHoto: kiM E. 
ANDrEASSEN

 “ 
 Internationalisation is a  

 product of technology and  
 communication. 

 ”  

 
Jørn Øyrehagen Sunde,  

 law professor, UiBl
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psyChology | Trauma research

A trauma for life?
Researchers use brain scans to look at potential traumatic effects on the 
young people caught in Norway's biggest terror attack since WW2.

On 22 July 2011, Norway suffered 

its biggest ever terrorist attack 

in peacetime when 77 people 

were killed by a right-wing  extremist. 

Of the 77 killed, the  majority, or 69, 

were massacred on the island of 

Utøya, where the Workers’ Youth 

League (AUF), the youth organisa-

tion of Norway’s ruling Labour Party, 

was gathered for its annual summer 

camp. The two youngest victims were 

only 14.

Now a research team at UiB, led 

by Associate Professor Anne Marita 

Milde, is using brain scans to find out 

if and how the trauma experienced by 

the young survivors of the massacre 

will affect them in the longer term.

“First we look at whether the 

amount of cortisol, which is a stress 

hormone, is abnormally high and has 

an uneven circadian rhythm in the 

Utøya young people. This can tell us 

whether the young people are still in 

a ‘state of alarm’. Through other tests 

we examine the young people’s con-

centration, memory, impulse control 

and attention,” says Milde. 

The project, for which Milde also 

took the initiative, is called The  effects 

of acute stress on the immature brain, 

and there are in total seven research-

ers attached to the project in Bergen. 

“I got the idea for the project when 

I read an article in Dagens Medisin 

which gave a summary of all the 22 

July projects. There were many, but 

none of them covered the neurobio-

logical aspect. Then I thought that 

there must be a need for that,” says 

Milde. “Later, we were asked by the 

Regional Ethical Committee to seek 

collaboration with UiO, since they 

had already applied to perform a 

similar study.”

A day at the clinic
The research project got started in 

January 2013, and Hubro is meeting 

the researchers in June 2013. The 

location is Haukeland University 

Hospital, where one of the surviv-

ing young people from Utøya is to 

be tested.

It is 9 a.m. when the young man 

is placed in the MR-scanner. His 

brain is now scanned for an hour. A 

high-frequency metallic sound can be 

heard through the wall of the control 

room, where doctor and Milde's fellow 

project leader Olga  Therese  Ousdal is 

sitting. Along with the radio grapher, 

she will ensure that valuable infor-

mation about these young people’s 

brain activity is saved. 

“The aim is to find out if brain 

structures of the Utøya survivors are 

activated differently than individuals 

of the same age and gender that have 

not been exposed to any traumatic 

event,” explains Ousdal, who is re-

sponsible for the MR-examinations.

Whether the Utøya youth have 

more cortisol in their bodies is sur-

veyed with the aid of saliva samples, 

on a normal day and on the day of 

testing. The control group consists of 

young people in the same age group 

from other political youth leagues 

in Norway.

“From earlier research we know 

that a high concentration of cortisol 

in the body over a considerable time 

can affect the brain’s structure and 

activity. The brain of a person be-

tween 16 and 25 years old is however 

not fully developed,” adds Milde. 

“Theoretically, it should therefore 

be much easier for it to repair itself, 

such that it can eventually return to a 

normal level of functioning. Through 

our research we will perhaps find out 

whether this is the case in practice.”

Comprehensive tests
The MR scan is complete, but the 

testing of the Utøya young man has 

only just begun. Now he will undergo 

a neuropsychiatric interview where 

any symptoms of mental illness will 

be surveyed. After that he will com-

plete a range of different tests of con-

centration, attention, response time, 

work memory and impulse control.

In total, each young person is 

tested for about four hours, breaks 

and lunch are added to the total time. 

“This is actually the world’s first 

study using such comprehensive 

methods to examine young people’s 

response to traumatic stress. We are 

this thorough because we think we 

have a rare scientific opportunity 

which should be seized,” says Milde. 

“The fact that the young people are so 

similar in age and background, and 

have experienced the same trauma, 

makes the results more generalisable 

than similar studies which have been 

carried out earlier.”

A unique study
In similar studies conducted after 

the September 11th attacks against 

the USA and after the bombing of 

a Federal office building in Okla-

homa in 1995, the research sub-

jects have among other things had 

different ages and backgrounds.

“Norwegian young people have for 

the most part grown up in a very safe 

and protected culture. They are per-

haps not as prepared for violence as, 

for example, in the USA. That means 

that the studies they do over there 

are possibly not fully generalisable to 

Norwegian conditions,” opines Milde. 

“We now have a unique opportunity 

to find out how Norwegian young 

people experience trauma.”

What do you wish to achieve in 

the study?

“We hope the study will give ex-

panded knowledge which the nation-

al health service can use in following 

up young people who have traumatic 

experiences the world over,” she says, 

before she adds, “In addition, the re-

sults will contribute to the knowledge 

of how trauma and stress may affect 

the brain in the longer term, and this 

can contribute to valuable knowledge 

on how to develop best practice in 

long-term follow up.”

The target is to present the first 

results from the study in the first 

half of 2014. 

anne marita milde, 
associate professor, 
Faculty of Psychology, 
UiB.

olga therese ousdal, 
postdoctoral fellow, 
haukeland University 
hospital. PHoto: JAN 
kÅrE wilHElMSENsCanninG in ProGress: while the brain of an Utøya survivor is scanned in an mr-scanner, radiographer turid randa sits in the control room and 

ensures that valuable information about the brain is saved. images of the brain’s structure and activity are especially interesting for the researchers.

 “  We now have a unique 
opportunity to find out how  
 Norwegian young people  

 experience trauma.  ”  

 Anne Marita Milde, associate  

 professor, UiBl
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22 July trauma project
• the project in Bergen is a collaboration 

between UiB, the Bergen fmri group, 
haukeland University hospital, the 
resource centre for Violence, traumatic 
stress and suicide Prevention, western 
region; and the american Duke 
University.

• fmri scanning examines activity in the 
brain by measuring the blood supply. the 
method is used among other things in 
research such as schizophrenic diseases.

• UiB also has a collaboration with the Uni-
versity of oslo (Uio), which is conducting 
a similar study led by Professor annika 
melinder. the committee on ethics asked 
UiB to contact the researchers at Uio to 
coordinate the projects. 
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CROP: 20 years

A world without poverty
CROP works to challenge a status quo that keeps 1.2 billion of the world’s 
population in extreme poverty.  TexT  ØYVind gJERSTAd

In June 2013, the Comparative 

Research Programme on Poverty 

(CROP) celebrated its twentieth 

anniversary. CROP’s main goal is 

to equip the academic community 

with the tools to fight poverty, which 

includes production and spreading 

of critical knowledge about poverty-

related issues.

Scientific Director Alberto Cim-

adamore joined the team in May 

2011 and has been working out of 

CROP’s offices at UiB Global in Bergen 

since then.

First of all, congratulations on 

20 years of CROP.

“Thank you.”

Your native country Argentina 

went through an economic crisis, 

culminating in riots in December 

2001. What was your personal expe-

rience seeing poverty close at hand?

“The crisis in Argentina showed 

the impact policies can have on pov-

erty. Policies imposed by the estab-

lishment led to a massive production 

of poverty, affecting huge portions of 

the middle classes. After a devalu-

ation of around 300 per cent, more 

than 50 per cent of the population 

fell into poverty. Argentina was one 

of the richest countries in the world 

at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury. So to see people, many of them 

colleagues at the university, go into 

poverty was a shocking experience.”

And this influenced your work…

“Oh yes, it definitely influenced 

my career, as I subsequently moved 

into poverty research. At the time 

we decided to bring the scientific 

production into the society and the 

political system, to try to show how 

the political economy conditions the 

level of poverty, development, and 

welfare in any society. We developed 

specific lines of research to show how 

poverty is produced and reproduced, 

whereas previously the focus had 

been on the reduction of poverty. In 

that way I was certainly influenced 

by the Argentinian crisis.”

What do you see as the main 

challenges ahead for poverty re-

search?

“We need to focus on some global 

challenges: climate change, rising 

inequalities and extreme poverty. 

Classical notions of development 

based on economic growth must be 

critically revised. We are witnessing 

the largest concentration of wealth 

and power in human history to lev-

els that undermine our democratic 

political systems.”

And how does CROP want to go 

about this?

“We need to study poverty in a 

larger context. Poverty research has 

grown a lot and is now very influ-

enced by international organisations, 

such as the World Bank and the IMF. 

These have developed dominant 

criteria for measuring and reduc-

ing poverty. The role of CROP is to 

critically address these organisa-

tions’ production of knowledge and 

its normative consequences.”

So how should we view poverty 

from the current perspective?

“Poverty is a social construction 

maintained by power relations. 

Therefore, if we want to explain or 

act against poverty, we need to bring 

politics into an analytical framework.”

CROP is celebrating 20 years in 

2013. What are the plans for CROP’s 

next 20 years? Or at least for the 

near future?

“One of our main topics in the 

short term is the Millennium De-

velopment Goals (MDGs). This is 

the largest initiative in history to 

end hunger and eradicate extreme 

poverty. CROP needs to provide a 

critical, scientific, and constructive 

approach to support this work.

Second, we’d like to increase un-

derstanding of what makes contem-

porary poverty different from the 

past. Today two thirds of poor people 

are in Middle Income Countries, not 

in Low Income Countries, as was the 

case in the past. Most organisations 

still look at the poorest countries, but 

it’s a different ballgame now and we 

need to address that.

The third priority is an approach to 

poverty eradication based on rights. 

If we’re serious about democracy, 

justice and the rule of law, we need to 

respect human rights. And poverty is 

a violation of human rights, perhaps 

the most extensive one.

What are these MDGs that you 

mention?

“The MDGs are eight interna-

tional development goals that were 

officially established following the 

Millennium Summit of the United 

Nations in 2000.”

Any upcoming projects close to 

your heart?

“We have received funding from 

the Norwegian Research Council for 

a project on the connection between 

poverty, language, and the media, 

alongside UiB’s Department of For-

eign Languages and five universities 

in Latin America. (read more on 

this proJeCt on page 9.) Poverty 

has somehow been ‘naturalised’, and 

language use in the media plays an 

important role in that. I look at the 

information and ideas produced and 

reproduced by the media, and there is 

a tendency for mainstream media to 

naturalise poverty. Watching starving 

people on TV contributes to the idea 

that this is such an overwhelming 

phenomenon that nothing can be 

done. Poverty has indeed always 

existed, but the fact remains that pov-

erty is socially constructed and can 

therefore be socially eradicated.” 

alberto cimadamore, 
scientific director, 
croP, UiB global. 
PHoto: øyviND GJErStAD

FAC T S
 

CROP and UiB Global
• croP was established by the international 

social science council.

• the croP scientific committee is led by Pro-
fessor thomas Pogge of yale University and 
is comprised of distinguished researchers 
from all continents.

• croP’s secretariat is hosted by UiB and 
organised as part of UiB global, which itself 
was established in 2010.

• UiB global aims to initiate, coordinate, and 
manage global and development-related 
research across disciplines and faculties at 
UiB.

• as well as croP, UiB global houses multi-
disciplinary research programmes, such as 
the nile Basin research Programme and the 
centre for middle east research.

• Both croP and UiB global work closely with 
the research centre chr. michelsen’s institute 
(cmi).

• croP’s vision is ‘a world without poverty’.

 

FiGHTinG PoVerTY: the deteriorating situation in croP director alberto cimadamore’s native argentina made him engage in the fight against poverty. this image 
from Buenos aires in December 2012 shows a demonstration on the eleventh anniversary of the clashes in December 2001, in the height of the argentine economic 
crisis. PHoto: JuAN MAbroMAtA/AfP PHoto/Ntb SCANPix

 “ 
 Poverty is a social  

 construction maintained by  
 power relations. 

 ” 
 

 Alberto Cimadamore, scientific  

 director, CROPl

 y 
Find a longer  
version of this  
interview online:  
bit.ly/11glqUc

For more information 
on croP visit:  
www.crop.org 
– for UiB global visit: 
www.uib.no/global

uib globAl
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bergen | Muséplass 1pHoTo ESSAY

A house fit for a leader
Muséplass means Museum Square. This square is at the very 
heart of the University of Bergen and where the university leaders 
have their offices.

REWind:  Some classic 

pictures of Muséplass 1, in 

winter and summertime, and 

at the official opening of the 

new university museum 

building in 1925.

 PHoTo  uniVERSiTY oF bERgEn libRARY (blACK/WHiTE) & EiVind SEnnESET (ColouR)

On one side of the square is the University 

Museum of Bergen, on the other is Musé-

plass 1. This ancient building is where UiB's 

rector and director spend their working hours. 

Both Muséplass 1 and the square itself rep-

resent the genesis of UiB. This is where the 

opening ceremonies take place each semester.

But the old building has suffered wear 

and tear. So for the last couple of years, 

Muséplass 1 has been a building site.

In the winter of 2013, the building re-

opened its doors to house UiB’s leadership, and 

is now once again at the heart of university 

proceedings.

PHoto: NorviN rEklAMEfoto

PHoto: NorviN rEklAMEfoto

PHoto: olAi SCHuMANN olSEN

PHoto: AtEliEr kkPHoto: k. kNuDSEN & Co.
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MEET And gREET: The grand meeting room 

is ready for guests from near and afar.

old And nEW: Different styles and Nordic elegance 

blend together well in the restored building.

buSY bEES: Staff is busy making sure that things get done, with maybe an 

occasional peek out the window to take in the view of the mountain of Ulriken.

FoRWARd: Now have a look at the post-restoration building...
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Geir Atle Ersland  
Professor  
Research Group for Medieval Studies 
Department of Archaeology, History, 
Cultural Studies and Religion

A walk through  
medieval Bergen
In the Middle Ages, Bergen 
was the biggest town in 
Norway, and overseas trade 
added to its international 
status. “It’s the influence of 
continental Europe and the 
British Isles in the Middle 
Ages that makes Bergen so 
interesting,” says Ersland. 
We asked him to guide us 
through medieval Bergen.

THE bERgEn guidE

The King’s Castle and the 
Medieval Cathedral 

“When sailors approached Bergen in the 

Middle Ages, the first thing they saw was 

the king’s castle and the cathedral. The 

cathedral no longer exists. It was next to 

the royal palace, close to where Håkonshal-

len (I) is today. King Olav Kyrre (1066-1083) 

founded Bergen and began construction of 

the cathedral. Several kings were crowned 

and buried here. Today a hedge marks the 

outline of the church, and there is a memo-

rial to St. Sunniva, the city’s patron saint, 

where the choir once was.”

Øvregaten
“Øvregaten (II) (the high street) is Bergen’s 

oldest street, and here you find Mariakirken 

(St. Mary’s Church) (III), Bergen’s oldest sur-

viving building, built in the twelfth century 

about the same time as Korskirken (the 

Church of the Cross) (IV). Bryggen is located 

midway between these two medieval par-

ish churches. This is the cradle of Bergen.”

Bryggen
“Bryggen (V) is best known for its char-

acteristic rows of wooden houses and has 

suffered many fires. The great fire of 1702 

destroyed the whole area. However, the old 

plot structure was kept after every fire and 

in this way Bryggen retained its medieval 

outline. From 1350 and onwards, the Hanse-

atic League settled in Bergen and established 

one of four major Hanseatic trading posts, 

the so-called ‘Kontore’ in Northern Europe.”

Skostredet
Skostredet (VI) (the shoemaker’s lane) 

is where German shoemakers had their 

workshops from 1250 to 1620. Skostredet 

constituted a large courtyard with three 

gates, which were closed at night. Shoes 

 TexT  Elin STEnSVAnd  
 illusTraTion  Tini MAliTiuS

were in great demand and the shoemakers 

were powerful. In 1507, when prince Chris-

tian wanted to pass through, he was denied 

access. He wanted to make a short cut as 

he had an errand on the other side of the 

harbour bay, or Vågen as it is known locally. 

Originally Vågen also covered most of what 

today is Skostredet. However, waste from 

bark and leather from the shoe production 

ended up in the harbour and helped to fill it.”

Muren
“The western side of Vågen was called 

Strandsiden (the Strand) and was sparsely 

built in the Middle Ages. However, this is 

where the city expanded in the sixteenth 

century, especially along Strandgaten, which 

ran from City Hall and almost all the way 

to the end of the Nordnes peninsula. After 

a major fire in 1916 and destruction during 

World War 2, all that remains of the original 

Strandgaten is the pedestrian zone between 

Østre Murallmenning and Holbergsallmen-

ning. Here you find Muren (VII), a brick 

house built by the captain of the king’s castle, 

Erik Rozenkrantz, in 1562. The king allowed 

Rosenkrantz to use stones from the ruined 

Munkeliv monastery.”

Klosteret
“At Klosteret (VIII) (the convent) on the 

Nordnes peninsula, you are standing on the 

remains of Munkeliv monastery. According 

to the sagas of the Norwegian kings, writ-

ten in the thirteenth century, King Øystein 

Magnusson founded Munkeliv around the 

year 1110. In 1455, Hanseatic merchants set 

fire to the monastery in a conflict with the 

former captain of the king’s castle, who had 

sought refuge there. The merchants then 

paid for the reconstruction. Munkeliv was 

finally destroyed in the 1540s, and nothing is 

visible above ground. But if we were to dig, 

we would certainly find remains of what was 

at one time Norway’s largest monastery.” 

BrYGGen BounD: Professor geir atle ersland photo-
graphed between Bryggen and Øvregaten during 
his guide of Bergen. PHoto: EliN StENSvAND



These select numbers and basic facts give useful information for those who 
would like to inquire more about studying or working at UiB, or visiting.

Numbers & facts

UiB students, all: 14,289;  
international: 1,582 (2012)

Students by faculty (2012) 

Faculty of social sciences 
2,940

Faculty of humanities 
3,306

Faculty of law 2,150

Faculty of mathematics  
and natural sciences 2,487

Faculty of medicine and 
Dentistry 1,753

Faculty of Psychology 1,651

49% 51%

Staff by gender (2012) 

Students by gender (2012)

40% 60%

UiB international students: 
1,582

New doctorates at UiB, 2001-2012
in 2012, 75 of the 251 new doctorates were international 
graduates.

11%

The University of BergennuMbERS & FACTS

Assisting international staff
in January 2013, UiB opened its service centre for 
 international mobility (sim). the service centre is located 
on the ground floor of christies gate 18 right in the 
middle of Bergen city centre. the opening hours are 1 
pm to 3 pm every weekday. For more information visit 
uib.no/researchermobility where you can also download 
a brochure about sim.

Our international partners
UiB is a member of several international networks 
and organisations:

• worldwide Universities network (wUn)
• the coimbra group
• the european University association (eUa)
• international association of Universities (iaU)
• the Utrecht network

to read more about our international collaborations visit: 
bit.ly/13wizr5

Former UiB student or staff?
For former students and staff members at UiB, the 
university has its own alumni programme. if you want to 
register for this, please visit UiB alumni’s home page:  
alumni.uib.no/pages-en/open

Student at UiB
Do you want to study at UiB? in our booklet Prospectus 
there is a broad presentation of courses available at UiB. 
you can request a copy of Prospectus or read it online at 
bit.ly/16Zcwh6

For more specific information about erasmus, nordplus 
and other international student exchange programmes at 
UiB please visit bit.ly/16ZhtZw

Doctorate at UiB
every year there are now more than 250 PhDs gradua-
ting from UiB. one in three are international students, a 
number that has been steadily increasing over the past 
decade, as UiB has become more and more involved in-
ternationally. if you want to enrol for a PhD at UiB, there 
is more information here: uib.no/phd/en
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The Eurasian eagle owl was the symbol of the University of Bergen even before 
the university was officially established. And it still flies high as the UiB logo. 

A few years after Bergen 

Museum, now the University 

Museum of Bergen, was 

established in 1825 there followed 

demands to find a symbol for the 

young institution. Thus in 1839, the 

Eurasian eagle owl was picked as the 

symbol and logo for the museum.

Bird of wisdom
When the University of Bergen (UiB) 

was officially established in 1946, 

the university assumed the owl for 

its logo. But why was the owl such a 

natural choice for the museum and 

later UiB?

“The Eurasian eagle owl may not 

be as wise as people first believed, but 

it has long been a symbol of wisdom 

to human beings,” says Jo Høyer re-

ferring to Norwegians’ traditional 

beliefs inspired by nature.

Høyer is an adviser at the Uni-

versity Museum of Bergen and has 

been fascinated by the owl and the 

UiB logo for many years, something 

he holds in common with many at 

UiB, including this magazine. After 

all, the name Hubro is the Norwegian 

name for the Eurasian eagle owl.

So, the Eurasian eagle owl may not 

be particularly intelligent compared 

to other birds. On the other hand it 

has tremendously good eyesight and 

hearing, and is famous for being a 

nighttime predator.

Inspired by ancient mythology
But maybe it’s the human-like facial 

features of this wide-eyed bird that 

has particularly endeared it to people 

throughout the ages. This may help 

explain why it has become a symbol 

for wisdom.

“In ancient Greece, the owl was 

associated with the goddess of wis-

dom, Pallas Athena,” Høyer explains.

When Professor J. C. Dahl went 

about creating Bergen Museum’s first 

seal, the owl was in place, and has 

remained the symbol of knowledge 

and higher learning at the museum 

and UiB since then.

“Dahl included both the Norse and 

ancient Greek culture when he cre-

ated the symbol. In the most widely 

used logo in Bergen Museum’s history, 

the owl sits on a rock marked with 

Urda in runic writing,” says Høyer.

In Norse mythology, Urdarbrunnr 

is a well that lies beneath the world 

ash tree Yggdrasil of Asgard. The 

tree actually has one of its roots in 

the well, according to the Prose Edda 

written in the thirteenth century by 

Snorri Sturluson. Next to the well 

the three Norns – Urd, Verdandi, 

and Skuld – spin the threads of life.

Urd was the Norn of wisdom, and 

starting in 1834, Urda was also the 

name of the first print series pub-

lished by Bergen Museum.

From stamp to seal to symbol
In 1894, museum director Jørgen 

Brunchorst put together a proper 

logo for Bergen Museum. In this 

Jo høyer, adviser, 
University museum 
of Bergen. PHoto: 
wAltEr N. wEHuS

A symbol with staying power

The UiB logo

 TexT  Elin STEnSVAnd

 “  Hubro is the  
 Norwegian name for the  
 Eurasian eagle owl.  ” 

bubo bubo 

PHoto: ÅSlAuG oMMuNDSEN

Between the train station and the bus station in Bergen you can see 
a small, whitewashed medieval stone building. this is the base of the 
west tower of the church of st. mary’s convent in Bergen, Nonneseter, 
which in its heyday was norway’s largest and wealthiest convent for 
Benedictine nuns, with as many as 35 nuns in the early fourteenth 
century. the standing structure is one of the oldest buildings in Bergen, 
perhaps the oldest, dating back to the first half of the twelfth century.

in the middle ages, st. mary’s convent lay on the edge of the town, 
situated among fields and flowering meadows between two lakes. today 
this is a busy part of Bergen, with the traffic and noise of a modern 
town. in 2006 a few of the nuns and others buried in the convent’s 
church yard had to give up their resting ground for the new Bergen 
light rail (Bybanen) that opened for traffic in 2010. this was only the 
last in a long line of troubles following the Benedictine nuns in Bergen 
from the late middle ages onwards. already in the fifteenth century 
they were ordered by king christian i to leave the monastery, and in 
the aftermath of the Protestant reformation in 1537 their reputation 
was undermined. also, the nuns of nonneseter were until recently so 
neglected in research that not even their affiliation to the Benedictine 
order was known.

as a reminder of the convent, and perhaps as a bit of compensation, 
the light rail station by the base of the tower is named Nonneseter. so 
if you visit, the solid stone structure that has been there for almost 900 
years is worth an extra look. 

A hidden treasure

postcard from bergen

Åslaug Ommundsen
researcher
Department of Linguistic, Literary and 
Aesthetic Studies
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logo, the eagle owl was perched on 

top of the Urdarbrunnr well, whilst 

the characteristic castle symbol of 

the City of Bergen and her seven 

surrounding mountains are included 

above the owl.

This logo proved so successful 

that it was in use until 1948, after 

the creation of the university itself.

In its first few years, the new uni-

versity used only a stamp without the 

characteristic owl. But gradually the 

need emerged for a proper seal. Thus 

in 1950, the goldsmith Trygve Eriksen 

created a new UiB logo based on the 

original museum logo. He also moved 

the owl from the Norse well to sit atop 

the Seven Mountains.

“From our point of view today, the 

1950s logo was a modern logo ahead 

of its time,” says Høyer. “Over the 

years the logo has become increas-

ingly more stylised and today it has a 

minimalist graphic design, although 

it is still obvious what it is and who 

it represents.”

A logo for the future
Curiously, over the years the Eurasian 

eagle owl has become ever more dear 

to both UiB staff and students, but also 

to the greater community in Bergen, 

who clearly see the fortune of this 

increasingly rare predator bird as an 

extension of the hardship found in 

traditional life in the west of Norway.

“Symbols are important for people. 

A trademark such as the UiB logo has 

value in its own right,” Høyer believes. 

“Also, the logo, which predates the 

university, clearly shows the link 

back to the museum and thus the 

heritage of UiB.” 
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a raDioaCTiVe exPerienCe: the Van de graaff generator stands like a 
tower below the dome of the nuclear laboratory at UiB. this is the 
world’s only remaining such generator in the open. the machine was 
constructed in 1950 and occupies most of the laboratory building. 
today the machine is used only for educational purposes.  
PHoto: roNNiE lArSEN & EMil rEiErtSEN/EStAtE AND fACilitiES DiviSioN, uib

diSCoVERing SECRET bERgEnTHE lAST piCTuRE

uib.no/en
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